April 2017

Dear IMSA Students, Faculty, Staff, and Friends:
This is IMSA's 30th year of leading in educational innovation and the 29th year of the
Student Inquiry and Research Program (SIR)! Welcome to another year of profound investigation
and discovery! In these pages, you will find exciting abstracts on a variety of fantastic studies
done by IMSA's great minds. Our students are carrying out studies on topics including
Alzheimer's Disease, the Soviet Great Terror, genetic “switches” for cancer, epidemiology,
genetics, satellite tracking systems, environmental pollution, entrepreneurship, public opinion,
engineering energy, climate change, high energy physics, supersymmetry, market dynamics,
water filtration, love, language, machine learning, diabetic pain, black holes, neural networks,
and many many more! The subjects reflect our students’ diverse interests and the broad research
community that supports them.
These studies have all happened during the past year in a variety of laboratories, real or
virtual, on and off campus. Students were asked to not only learn a great deal about complex
topics, but to contribute to them in meaningful ways. The presentations you hear today reflect
the various stages of their work on a myriad of projects.
This work could not happen without the tireless work of the many Research Mentors in
the Student Inquiry and Research program. The mentors, whether they come from IMSA or
external institutions, give their time and resources to the cause of aiding our students' growth.
Many also involve their research teams in the mentoring and molding of our students. Their
efforts directly working with students, as well as supporting the scheduling, negotiation, and
execution of the SIR program, are invaluable. We are deeply grateful for their dedication and
generosity.
We would also like to express our gratitude to the SIR team, without whom this program
could not possibly come together. These professionals are Dr. Vandana Chinwalla, Dr. Sara
Goek, Mrs. Asheli Mann-Lofthouse, Ms. Julie Polz, and Mr. Ray Urbanski. This team rolled its
sleeves up and dug in to enable our students’ transformational work.
Please join us in learning about and celebrating the fantastic work the students and
research teams have done this year!

Sincerely,
Sanza T. Kazadi, Ph.D.

Marie Dahleh, PhD

José M. Torres, Ph.D.

Director of SIR, IMSA

Principal, IMSA

President, IMSA
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Schedule Overview
8am: Registration opens at the east main entrance
8:30-9:45am: Session 1
10:00-11:15am: Session 2
11:30am-1:00pm: Luncheon & Keynote
Lunch served at 11:30am in the West Gym (registered attendees only)
Introduction by SIR Director Dr. Sanza Kazadi
Student recognitions by IMSA President Dr. José Torres
Welcome from IMSA Principal Dr. Marie Dahleh
Keynote speaker Professor Arun Majumdar (Stanford University)
The speeches will also be broadcast to the cafeteria beginning at 11:50am.
1:15-2:30pm: Session 3

Please note:
Workshops require advance registration. All workshops run for the full duration of a session.
Each panel session features 3-4 student presentations (detailed below). Attendees are asked to stay for
the whole session and not to walk in and out during or between student presentations out of respect for
the presenters.
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Keynote
Professor Arun Majumdar
Dr. Arun Majumdar is the Jay Precourt Professor at Stanford
University, a faculty member of the Departments of Mechanical
Engineering and Materials Science and Engineering (by courtesy)
and co-director of the Precourt Institute for Energy, which
integrates and coordinates research and education activities across
all seven Schools and the Hoover Institution at Stanford.
Dr. Majumdar's research in the past has involved the science and
engineering of nanoscale materials and devices, especially in the
areas of energy conversion, transport and storage as well as
biomolecular analysis. His current research focuses on using
electrochemical reactions for thermal energy conversion,
thermochemical water splitting reactions to produce carbon-free
hydrogen, understanding the limits of heat transport in
nanostructured materials and a new effort to re-engineer the
electricity grid.
In October 2009, Dr. Majumdar was nominated by President
Obama and confirmed by the Senate to become the Founding Director of the Advanced Research
Projects Agency - Energy (ARPA-E), where he served till June 2012 and helped ARPA-E become a model
of excellence for the government with bipartisan support from Congress and other stakeholders.
Between March 2011 and June 2012, he also served as the Acting Under Secretary of Energy.
Furthermore, he was a Senior Advisor to the Secretary of Energy on a variety of matters related to
management, personnel, budget, and policy.
After leaving Washington, DC and before joining Stanford, Dr. Majumdar was the Vice President for
Energy at Google, where he created several energy technology initiatives, especially at the intersection
of data, computing and electricity grid, and advised the company on its broader energy strategy.
Prior to joining the Department of Energy, Dr. Majumdar was the Almy & Agnes Maynard Chair
Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science & Engineering at University of California–
Berkeley and the Associate Laboratory Director for energy and environment at Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory.
Dr. Majumdar is a member of the National Academy of Engineering and the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences. He currently serves as the Vice Chairman of the US Secretary of Energy’s Advisory Board
and is also a Science Envoy for the US Department of State with focus on energy and technology
innovation in the Baltics and Poland. He is a member of the Councils of the National Academy of
Engineering, the Electric Power Research Institute, as well as the Science Board of the Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center (SLAC) and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. He is a member of the International
Advisory Panel for Energy of the Singapore Ministry of Trade and Industry and the US delegation for the
US-India Track II dialogue on climate change and energy.
Dr. Majumdar received his bachelor's degree in Mechanical Engineering at the Indian Institute of
Technology, Bombay in 1985 and his Ph.D. from the University of California, Berkeley in 1989.
Stanford Profile: https://profiles.stanford.edu/arun-majumdar
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Session 1: 8:30am
W ORKSHOP 1A: C ONCENTRATIONS OF P ESTICIDES ON A QUATIC L IFE (D APHNIA MAGNA )
Room B109
Facilitator: Julie Polz with Sowmya Anjur

W ORKSHOP 1B: P APER T ECHNOLOGY
Room E107
Facilitator: Joyce Symoniak

W ORKSHOP 1C: A N I NTRODUCTION TO E NGINEERING S WARMS
Grainger Lab (B131)
Facilitator: Sanza Kazadi
Workshop includes student presentations:
Development of Robotic Swarms
Presenters: Katya Bezugla, Carolyn Shimabukuro, and Shayna Provine, IMSA
Decision-Making Swarms
Presenters: Xinyu Guan, Andriy Sheptunov, Nicholas Nusgart, and George Jeno, IMSA

S ESSION 1A: G ENOCIDE & T ERROR
Room A147
Moderator: Kitty Lam
The Origins of Modern Genocide: the Armenian Genocide, Russian Jewish Pogroms, and the Holocaust
Presenters: Aurora Harkleroad and Gary Yang, IMSA
Advisor: Claiborne Skinner, IMSA
Simulating the Soviet Great Terror
Presenters: Cameron Birtcher, Daniel Curtis, and Richard Osmund
Advisor: Kitty Lam, IMSA
Coding the Soviet Great Terror
Presenters: Rain Bravo, Greg Johnson, and Ari Lisitza
Advisor: Kitty Lam, IMSA

S ESSION 1B: E DUCATION
Academic Pit
Moderator: Adrienne Coleman
A Fusion of Computer Science Education with Law and Biology
Presenters: Sagar Nattuvetty and Akash Palani, IMSA
Advisor: Robert Sloan, University of Illinois at Chicago
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Automated Modeling of Item Difficulty on Critical Reading Tests
Presenter: Rebecca Mathew, IMSA
Advisor: Kirk Becker, Pearson VUE
An Exploration of the Factors that Motivate Gifted and Talented Students from Underrepresented
Populations to Engage in STEM
Presenters: Isa Baldwin Zurek, Amy Wang, Takudzwa George, Robert Lou, and Clinton Oshipitan, IMSA
Advisor: Adrienne Coleman, IMSA
How Students Adjust: Analyzing the Accuracy of the W-Curve Theory
Presenters: Zach Ungerleider, Aira Peregrino, and Larry Donahue, IMSA
Advisor: Robert Hernandez, IMSA

S ESSION 1C: C OMPUTER S CIENCE & M ODELING
Room A151
Moderator: Jordan Hasler
A Distributed Greedy Auction Algorithm to Mitigate Public Mass Shootings
Presenter: Irena Gao, IMSA
Advisor: Henry Hexmoor, Southern Illinois University Carbondale
A Computational Graph-Theory Approach to Analyzing the Spread of Epidemics
Presenters: Krishi Korrapati and Sushil Upadhyayula, IMSA
Advisor: Jordan Hasler, IMSA
The Spread of Zika Virus using Mathematical Modeling and Epidemiology
Presenters: Mounisha Kovour and Igor Zhuravlov, IMSA
Advisor: Jordan Hasler, IMSA
Development of an Individual-Based Model for Simulation of the Spread of Infectious Diseases within
Communities
Presenters: Chris Chang, Esther Mathew, Akhila Vuppalapati, and Ananya Yammunuru, IMSA
Advisor: Jordan Hasler, IMSA

S ESSION 1D: M IND & B ODY
Room A155
Moderator: Steve Condie
Finding Memory Retrieval Pathways in Epileptic Patients Using Depth Electrodes
Presenter: Sruti Mohan, IMSA
Advisor: Vernon Leo Towle, University of Chicago
Embodied Cognition: An Invalidation of the Connection between Mind and Body
Presenter: Alexis Giff, IMSA
Advisor: Vernon Leo Towle, University of Chicago
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Sleep Hygiene Education in the Work Place
Presenter: Sofia Rhode, IMSA
Advisor: Sarah N. Zallek, OSF Saint Francis Medical Center
Parental Responsiveness to Typically-Developing Children and Children with Early Brain Injury
Presenter: Leisha Goel, IMSA
Advisor: Özlem Ece Demir-Lira, University of Chicago

S ESSION 1E: I NFECTIOUS D ISEASES
Room A113
Moderator: Angie Ahrendt
Role of Pyocyanin, a Secreted Virulence Factor of Pseudomonas aeurignosa, in Respiratory Epithelial
Cell Functions
Presenters: Pranav Narayanan and Maddi Swanagan, IMSA
Advisor: Viswanathan Natarajan, University of Illinois at Chicago
The Portal Protein in Herpes Simplex Virus 1
Presenter: Radeesha Jayewickreme
Advisor: Greg Smith, Northwestern University
Examining Cytochrome P450 Reductase as a Drug Target against Human Schistosomiasis
Presenters: Meghana Kamineni, Katrina Kuhn and Grace Ryan, IMSA
Advisor: David Williams, Rush University Medical Center
Exploring Whether the RID Effector Domain in the MARTX Toxin of Vibrio cholerae Is Sufficient to
Downregulate the ERK Pathway
Presenter: Kasey Cervantes, IMSA
Advisor: Karla J.F. Satchell, Northwestern University

S ESSION 1F: C ANCER I
Room A115
Moderator: Micah Fogel
The Role of Hedgehog/ GLI in T-cell Lymphoma
Presenter: Naomi Nakajima, IMSA
Advisor: Sherine Elsawa, Northern Illinois University
Modeling CHARGE Syndrome in Human Fibroblast Cells via CRISPR/Cas9
Presenter: Neil Wary, IMSA
Advisor: Kishore Wary, University of Illinois at Chicago
Characterization of Beta Arrestin Induced CXCR4 Internalization after Treatment with Novel Small
Molecule Ligands
Presenter: Yuri Oh, IMSA
Advisor: Richard Miller, Northwestern University
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Examining Change in Cancer Phenotypes by Mutating MLL Using CRISPR/Cas 9 System
Presenters: Goutam Gutta, Daniel Mwangi, and Shyam Sai, IMSA
Advisor: Vandana Chinwalla, IMSA

S ESSION 1G: C ANCER II
Room A117
Moderator: Eric Hawker
Targeting MLL Gene Expression using CRISPR/Cas9 to Reverse the Phenotypes of Cancer
Presenters: Sonya Gupta, Emily Hawker & Shruthi Sundar, IMSA
Advisor: Vandana Chinwalla, IMSA
PI5P: Preparation of a PMB Inositol Ring
Presenter: Alexander Yow, IMSA
Advisor: Brent Chandler, Illinois College
The Effect of MBEH and 4-TBP on Nevomelanocyte Viability and Pigmentation
Presenter: Pranesh Ravichandran, IMSA
Advisor: Caroline Le Poole, Loyola University
Foxi3 Ablation Retards Bone Derived Prostate Cancer Cell Growth
Presenter: Dawn Triche, IMSA
Advisor: Jacqueline Jones, Troy University

S ESSION 1I: C HEMISTRY & P HYSICS
Room B101
Moderator: John Thurmond
Synthesizing Conjugated Polymers that Can Better Detect Nitroaromatic Compounds
Presenter: Theodora Khan and Corona Tsai, IMSA
Advisor: John Thurmond, IMSA
Examining Contact Line Pinning and the Coffee-Ring Effect
Presenter: Albert Lu, IMSA
Advisor: Sidney Nagel, University of Chicago
Electrochemical Detection of Alpha-Melanocyte Stimulating Hormone Using Flow Injection Analysis
with Amperometric Detection
Presenter: Rebecca Lisk, IMSA
Advisor: Greg Swain, Michigan State University
How Chemical Speciation of Sn and Zn Control Their Biouptake by Microorganisms through Adsorption
of Zinc on Abrasives
Presenter: Ashritha Karuturi, IMSA
Advisor: Jean-François Gaillard, Northwestern University
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S ESSION 1J: E ARTH & S PACE
Room B108
Moderator: Peter Dong
Study of the Magnetosphere of Earth
Presenter: Nikhil Madugula, IMSA
Advisor: Jay Ansher, Illinois State University
Tracking Medium Earth Orbit Satellites on Mobile Apparatus using Differential GPS Systems
Presenters: Ryan Johnson and John Lin, IMSA
Advisor: Peter Dong, IMSA
Exploring Differential Methods for Determining Heading on a Moving Object
Presenters: Joseph Hutter, Advai Podduturi, and Gina Jiang, IMSA
Advisor: Peter Dong, IMSA
Designing an Affordable Mobile Tracking System for Communication with a Medium Earth Orbit
Satellite
Presenters: Harrison Carcione, Charles Kuch, Soomin Park, and Peijing Xu, IMSA
Advisor: Peter Dong, IMSA

S ESSION 1K: STEM R ESEARCH [C LOSED S ESSION]
Room A119
Moderator: Jean Bigger
Investigating the Impact of Additional Interferometers on Parameter Estimation in Gravitational-Wave
Analysis
Presenter: William Tong, IMSA
Advisor: Vicky Kalogera, Northwestern University
LIGO Parameter Estimation in 2018: The Effects of New Detectors and Better Sensitivity on
Determining the Parameters of GW150914
Presenter: Andrew Kim
Advisors: Vicky Kalogera and Scott Coughlin, Northwestern University
Mitochondrial DNA Oxidative Damage May Predict Cancer Risk: The Normative Aging Study
Presenter: Lewis Oh and Abinaya Ramakrishnan, IMSA
Advisor: Lifang Hou, Northwestern University
Suppressor Identification of Disease Resistant Mutant acd6-1
Presenter: Vandini Agrawal, IMSA
Advisor: Shang-Chuan Jiang, University of Chicago
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Session 2: 10:00am
W ORKSHOP 2A: A UTOMATION AND G LOBALIZATION
Academic Pit
Facilitator: Eric Smith

W ORKSHOP 2B: E NVIRONMENTAL P OLLUTANTS AND A GING
Grainger Lab (B131)
Facilitator: Vandana Chinwalla with Shriya Chennuru, Blair Hu, and Chandana Tetali

W ORKSHOP 2C: L EARNING TO P ULL E NERGY R IGHT O UT OF THE A IR
Room B109
Facilitator: Sanza Kazadi
Workshop includes student presentations:
Entrochemical Systems
Presenters: Deborah Amarachi Chiemelie Okoli and Nabeel Rasheed, IMSA
The Entrochemical Device
Presenters: Priya Kumar, Ian Lesnik, Chayanne Petit, Julian Robinson, and Claudia Zhu, IMSA
Depth-Invariant Mixing for an Entrochemical Device
Presenters: Angitha Bright, Gina Chung, and Daniel Shin, IMSA
Solar Chimney Design for Entrochemical Systems
Presenters: Matthew Beauchem, Edward Shi, Angelica Villegas, and Deborah Amarachi
Chiemelie Okoli, IMSA

S ESSION 2A: B USINESS & E NTREPRENEURSHIP
Room A147
Moderator: Carl Heine
DropDot
Presenters: Sandra Dragan, Alex Orlov, and Megha Ramanan, IMSA
Advisor: Carl Heine, IMSA
Effects of a New Product's Announcement on a Drug Company's Stock Performance
Presenter: Michelle Zhu, IMSA
Advisor: Pradeep Chintagunta, University of Chicago
Do people prefer mandates to taxes and why?
Presenter: Harshvardhan Singh, IMSA
Advisor: Tatyana Deryugina, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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Changing Views on Climate Change by Turning the Temporal Discounting Problem into a Financial
Problem
Presenter: Jake Cooley, IMSA
Advisor: Moran Cerf, Northwestern University

S ESSION 2B: P ROBLEM S OLVING
Room A149
Moderator: Mark Kammrath
An Improved Initialization Approach to the K-Means Clustering Algorithm
Presenter: Esther Mathew, IMSA
Advisor: Jon Jung-Woon Yoo, Bradley University
Muon g-2 Shimming in Relation to NMR Probes and Data Storage
Presenter: Mishelle Mironov, IMSA
Advisor: Brendan Kiburg, Fermilab
Maximizing the Uniformity of the Muon G-2 Magnet through Automated Coil Shimming
Presenters: Manny Favela and Isabella Ginnett, IMSA
Advisor: Brendan Kiburg, Fermilab

S ESSION 2C: P LANTS
Room A151
Moderator: Lee Eysturlid
Phenological Differences between Invasive Grasses, Shrubs, and Trees in Comparison to Native
Species
Presenters: Parth Dhyani and Lucy Liu, IMSA
Advisor: Christine Rollinson, Morton Arboretum
Using UAS to Collect and Identify Pollen and Dispersal Patterns
Presenters: Sriram Rajagopal and Kayla Raflores, IMSA
Advisor: Chuck Cannon, Morton Arboretum
Molecular Modeling and Stability Calculations of Loaded Anthocyanins and their Complexes in
Catharanthus roseus
Presenter: Shivani Sharma, IMSA
Advisor: Jayaraj Alappat, Ball Horticulture Company
Analysis of Transposable Elements and Protein Divergence across Diatoms
Presenter: Nina Denne
Advisor: Matthew Parks, Chicago Botanic Garden
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S ESSION 2D: B IOLOGY & D ISEASE
Room A155
Moderator: Ruth Dover
The Function of gD and gD-Fc in Relation to Herpes Simplex Virus Entry and Fusion
Presenters: Dhara Patel and Yeeun Paik, IMSA
Advisor: Deepak Shukla, University of Illinois at Chicago
Optimizing the Polysaccharide Production of Bacillus subtilis
Presenter: Theodora Khan, IMSA
Advisor: Katherine Knight, Loyola University Chicago
Visualizing Bacterial Persistence and Antibiotic Survival in B. subtilis
Presenter: David Ying, IMSA
Advisor: Jade Wang, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Molecular Cloning and Characterization of Short RNA Sequences That May Interrupt Osteogenic
Differentiation of Mesenchymal Stem Cells
Presenter: Claire Wang, IMSA
Advisor: Tong-Chuan He, University of Chicago

S ESSION 2E: A LZHEIMER ’ S D ISEASE
Room A113
Moderator: Sowmya Anjur
The Development of a Humanized Antibody-Targeted AβO-Specific PET Probe for Early Diagnostic
Imaging of Alzheimer's Disease
Presenter: Adrian Bebenek, IMSA
Advisor: Kirsten Viola, Northwestern University
Early-Stage Diagnosis of Alzheimer’s Disease with the Use of Magnetic Nanostructures
Presenter: Abhay Gupta, IMSA
Advisor: Kirsten Viola, Northwestern University
Characterization of Amyloid Beta Oligomers and Co-Localized Proteins in Alzheimer's Disease
Presenter: Zachary Brahmbhatt, IMSA
Advisor: William Klein and Kirsten Viola, Northwestern University
Identifying Aβ Oligomers Species (AßOs) and pTau in Transgenic mice with Alzheimer’s
Presenter: Shrey Patel, IMSA
Advisor: Erika Cline, Northwestern University
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S ESSION 2F: T HE G UT
Room A115
Moderator: Peter Clancy
Exploring the Role of High Mobility Group Box 1 (HMGB1) Protein in Inflammatory Bowel Disease
Presenter: Raghuram Koganti, IMSA
Advisor: Eugene Chang, University of Chicago
The Effect of High Mobility Group Box 1 Protein on Oxidative Stress and Subsequent Type 2 Diabetes
in the Gut
Presenter: Amy Liu, IMSA
Advisor: Eugene Chang, University of Chicago
Mechanisms of Host Viral Interactions Leading to Loss of Oral Tolerance in Celiac Disease Patients
Presenter: Bingtao Xiang, IMSA
Advisor: Bana Jabri, University of Chicago
Expression of Focal Adhesion Proteins in IBD-Associated Neoplasia
Presenter: Nitya Talasila, IMSA
Advisor: Joel Pekow, University of Chicago

S ESSION 2G: P EDIATRICS & D ISEASE
Room A117
Moderator: Betty Hart
The Association of High Lipid Levels and Muscle Inflammation in Juvenile Dermatomyositis
Presenter: Arya Kadakia, IMSA
Advisor: Lauren Pachman, Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children's Hospital of Chicago
Effect of an Electronic Health Record Screen and Treatment Pathway on Pediatric Sepsis Outcomes
Presenter: Jill Nelson, IMSA
Advisor: Elizabeth Alpern, Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago
The Effect of Increased NaCl Concentration on Macrophage Inflammation
Presenter: Andrew Ye, IMSA
Advisor: Seok Jong Hong, Northwestern University
C1q-TNF Related Protein 9 Levels Are Increased In Systemic Sclerosis and Correlates with Interstitial
Lung Disease
Presenter: Deepshika Sudhakar, IMSA
Advisor: John Varga, Northwestern University
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S ESSION 2H: F LUIDS
Room B101
Moderator: Mark Carlson
Optimization of Ceramic Water Filters for the Developing World
Presenters: Hieu Nguyen, Cassandra Parent, and Colette Vacha, IMSA
Advisor: Mark Carlson, IMSA
The DNA Cleaving Properties of Enediyne Coated Carbon Paper Treated in UV Light and Heat
Presenter: Abhinav Sharma, IMSA
Advisor: Dipanjan Pan, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Delaying Leidenfrost Film Formation through use of Hydrophillic Surfaces
Presenter: James Wei, IMSA
Advisor: Neelesh Patankar, Northwestern University
The Relationship between the Area-Perimeter Ratio and Clogging Rate of Microfluidic Devices
Presenter: Evan Sun, IMSA
Advsior: Jie Xu, University of Illinois at Chicago

S ESSION 2I: P ARTICLE P HYSICS
Room B108
Moderator: Don Porzio
Search for Supersymmetry Using Top Quark Signatures in the CMS Experiment at the LHC and at
Possible Future Colliders
Presenter: Adhav Arulanandan, IMSA
Advisor: Richard Cavanaugh, Fermilab and University of Illinois at Chicago
Measuring Accelerator Beam Position Using Multi-Wire Chamber
Presenters: Spoorthi Jakka and Amahlia Su, IMSA
Advisor: Jianming You, Fermilab
Do Protons Decay? An Analysis of the DUNE Experiment’s Sensitivities to n→μ-K+ and n→μ+KPresenters: Kathryn Downey and Lisa Lin, IMSA
Advisor: Jennifer Raaf, Fermilab

S ESSION 2J: T RANS M ARKET G ROUP [C LOSED S ESSION ]
Room A119
Moderator: Asheli Mann-Lofthouse
Modeling the Forward Distribution to Replicate and Predict Market Prices for Options
Presenter: Anmol Nigam, IMSA
Advisor: Tom Norwood, TransMarket Group
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Modeling Price Impact of Trading in the Canadian CGB Futures Contract
Presenter: Noble Wulffraat, IMSA
Advisor: Matthew Gietl, TransMarket Group
Analyzing Long and Short Position Parameters for Ibovespa Future Calendar Spreads
Presenter: Ayan Agarwal, IMSA
Advisor: Maxwell Rhee, TransMarket Group
Borrowing Stocks using the Options Market in Brazil
Presenter: Anmol Nigam, IMSA
Advisor: Thomas Xu, TransMarket Group

Session 3: 1:15pm
W ORKSHOP 3A: W HO D O W E T HINK W E A RE ? I MMIGRATION AND A MERICAN I DENTITY
IRC
Facilitator: Sara Goek
Panel discussion with Adrienne Coleman, Michael Dean, Kitty Lam, and Claiborne Skinner

W ORKSHOP 3B: C ERAMIC W ATER F ILTER C REATION AND T ESTING
Engineering Lab (B145)
Facilitators: Mark Carlson with Hieu Nguyen, Cassandra Parent, and Colette Vacha

W ORKSHOP 3C: I NTRODUCTION TO E XPERIMENTAL H IGH -E NERGY P ARTICLE P HYSICS
Grainger Lab (B131)
Facilitator: Peter Dong

S ESSION 3A: L ANGUAGE
Room A147
Moderator: Devon Madon
Love Independent Study
Presenters: Krishi Korrapati and Sneh Patel, IMSA
Advisor: Devon Madon
Edward Soja's Spatial Theory in Asian American Literature: Constructing Space in the Margins to
Better Explore the Multiplicity of Gender
Presenter: Rebecca Xun
Advisor: Mark Chiang, University of Illinois at Chicago
Effects of Pitch and Intonation on Vocal Perception
Presenter: Abigail Munsen, IMSA
Advisor: Alan C.L. Yu, University of Chicago
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Task difficulty, mood, confidence, and language similarity influence vocabulary acquisition in a foreign
language
Presenter: Aimee van den Berg, IMSA
Advisor: James Bartolotti, Northwestern University

S ESSION 3B: A NIMALS & E COSYSTEMS
Room A149
Moderator: Julie Polz
Holocene Rodent Evolution in the Nullarbor Plain of Australia
Presenter: Walker Weyland, IMSA
Advisor: Kenneth Angielczyk, Field Museum
Quantifying the Benthic Habitat of Queen Conch (Lobatus gigas) in The Bahamas to Guide Conchservation
Presenters: Thomas DeMastri, Michelle Guo, Sargam Panapaliya, and Kate Rabideau, IMSA
Advisor: Andrew Kough, Shedd Aquarium
SENSEI-Panama: Visualizing and Analyzing GPS Data on the Island of Barro Colorado Using Machine
Learning
Presenter: Shyam Sai, IMSA
Advisor: Andrew Johnson, University of Illinois at Chicago
The Evolutionary Mechanisms of Batoidea Body Structure
Presenter: Jasmine Shi
Advisor: Tetsuya Nakamura, University of Chicago

S ESSION 3C: H EALTH
Room A151
Moderator: David Lundgren
Healthy Access for Healthy Places: Analyzing the Role of Spatial Access to Community Resources in
Public Health
Presenter: Irena Gao, IMSA
Advisor: Marynia Kolak, University of Chicago
Identifying Pre-Clinical Alzheimer's Disease Motor Impairments and Efficient Re-teaching Methods
Presenter: Ishita Bhattacharya, IMSA
Advisor: Tanvi Bhatt, University of Illinois at Chicago
Effects of Functional Electrical Stimulation Cycling on the Physiological Functions, Walking
Performance, and Body Composition of Persons with Severe Multiple Sclerosis
Presenter: Irisa Myint, IMSA
Advisor: Lara Pilutti, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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Using GPS data as a Measure of Community Mobility among Individuals with Lower Extremity Orthotic
Devices
Presenter: Colin O’Reilly, IMSA
Advisor: K. Chaithanya Mummidisetty, Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago

S ESSION 3D: N EUROBIOLOGY & P HARMACOLOGY
Room A155
Moderator: Dave DeVol
Longitudinal Processing of Subcortical and Cortical Structures of HIV Individuals Treated with
Antiretroviral Therapy
Presenter: Mounisha Kovour, IMSA
Advisor: Lei Wang and Christine Paula Lewis-de los Angeles, Northwestern University
Nerve Degradation and the Correlation with Painful Diabetic Neuropathy
Presenter: Herschel Gupta, IMSA
Advisor: Nirupa Jayaraj, Northwestern University
The Effect of Shared Emotional States on Helping Behavior in Rats and its Basis in Empathy
Presenter: Rongzhen Zhou, IMSA
Advisor: Peggy Mason, University of Chicago
Effects of Genetic Polymorphisms in the BDNF Gene on Long Term Response to Traumatic Brain
Injuries
Presenter: Simon Su, IMSA
Advisor: Jordan Grafman, Northwestern University

S ESSION 3E: P ARKINSON ’ S & A LZHEIMER ’ S
Room A113
Moderator: Carlo Ordoñez
Detecting AB, ABO, APP, p-Tau, and t-Tau in Chick Retina
Presenter: Wasan Kumar, IMSA
Advisors: William Klein and Kirsten Viola, Northwestern University
LKB1 in Pathogenesis of Multiple Sclerosis and Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis (Mouse
Model of MS)
Presenter: Naga Harshita Degala, IMSA
Advisor: Douglas Feinstein, University of Illinois at Chicago
Striatal Input to the External Globus Pallidus in Parkinson’s Disease
Presenter: Darius Hong, IMSA
Advisors: Savio Chan and Qiaoling Cui, Northwestern University
Innervation of Pathway-Specific Striatal Spiny Projection Neurons by Npas1+ Neurons of the External
Globus Pallidus
Presenter: Neha Verma
Advisor: Harry Xenias, Northwestern University
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S ESSION 3F: M EDICINE
Room A115
Moderator: Anita White
Identification of a Clinical Score to Estimate the Risk for the Development of Incident Resistant
Hypertension
Presenter: Sona RoseAnne Fokum, IMSA
Advisor: John M. Flack, Southern Illinois University
The Difference between PTEN, EC-Confetti, and STIM1 Mice through Genotyping
Presenter: Abinaya Ramakrishnan, IMSA
Advisor: Dolly Mehta, University of Illinois at Chicago
MR Microscopic Phenotyping of the Pancreas in Mutant Kras Mouse Models of Pancreatic Cancer
Presenter: Jesse Yan, IMSA
Advisor: Palamadai Venkatasubramanian, NorthShore University HealthSystem
The Development of Bayesian Randomized Rules in Phase I Dose-Finding Clinical Trials
Presenter: Pranav Upadhyayula, IMSA
Advisor: Yuan Ji, University of Chicago

S ESSION 3G: T HE H EART
Room A117
Moderator: Tracy Townsend
Finding the Best Method to Wound the Hearts of Drosophila melanogaster larvae
Presenter: Shriya Chennuru, IMSA
Advisor: Amanda Brock, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Neurobehavioral Biomarkers as a Potential Gateway for Offsetting Early Coronary Heart Disease Risk
in Adolescents
Presenters: Sonya Gupta and Nabeel Rasheed, IMSA
Advisors: Anna Varentsova and Lei Wang, Northwestern University
Drug Discovery for the Treatment of Heart Failure
Presenters: Rishi Modi and Caitlin O’Callaghan, IMSA
Advisor: J. Andrew Wasserstrom, Northwestern University
Treating Heart Failure by Inhibiting PLCB-1 in Rat Ventricular Cardiomyocytes
Presenter: Vainius Normantas, IMSA
Advisor: J. Andrew Wasserstrom, Northwestern University
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S ESSION 3H: S CIENCE !
Room A119
Moderator: Vandana Chinwalla
Optical Transmission Properties of Tissues in the Mid-Infrared
Presenter: Kyle Feliciano, IMSA
Advisor: Claus-Peter Richter, Northwestern University
Effects of TLR4 and HMGB1 in the Liver
Presenter: Sivam J. Bhatt, IMSA
Advisors: Jeannette Messer and Eugene Chang, University of Chicago
Healthy Individuals Have a Higher Forced Vital Capacity than Dialysis Patients
Presenter: Snigdha Sharma, IMSA
Advisor: Kenneth Wilund, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
The Effects of Phenol on Locomotor Behavior and Aging on Drosophila melanogaster
Presenters: Shriya Chennuru, Blair Hu, and Chandana Tetali, IMSA
Advisor: Vandana Chinwalla, IMSA

S ESSION 3I: S EARCHING THROUGH S PACE
Room B108
Moderator: Brooke Schmidt
Searching for the Ninth Planet: Studying the Characteristics of the Trans-Neptunian Object DeeDee
Presenter: Jack Mueller, IMSA
Advisor: Douglas Tucker, Fermilab
Search for Gravitationally Lensed Quasars in the Dark Energy Survey
Presenter: Pranav Sivakumar, IMSA
Advisor: Brian Nord, Fermilab
Searching for Primordial Black Holes and Other Exotic Dense Objects
Presenter: Mishelle Mironov, IMSA
Advisor: James Annis, Fermilab
Bayesian Statistics and Estimating Stellar Masses in the Blind Cosmology Challenge and the Dark
Energy Survey
Presenter: John DeMastri, IMSA
Advisor: James Annis, Fermilab
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S ESSION 3J: E NGINEERING & D ESIGN
Room B101
Moderator: Eric Rettberg
A Light Review of Swarm Engineering
Presenters: Ankit Agarwal, Jack Messina, and Rohit Mittapalli, IMSA
Advisor: Sanza Kazadi, IMSA
Exception Handling in Java Programs
Presenter: Melissa Mu, IMSA
Advisor: Shan Lu, University of Chicago
RNNintendo: Music Composition with Neural Networks
Presenters: Austin Choi and William Tong, IMSA
Advisor: Namrata Pandaya, IMSA
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Workshop Descriptions
Alphabetical by facilitator’s last name
Ceramic Water Filter Creation and Testing
Facilitator: Dr. Mark Carlson
With: Hieu Nguyen, Cassandra Parent, and Colette Vacha
Participants will experience firsthand the activities that go into creating and testing nanoparticulate
silver, ceramic water filters. They will mix and press new filters. They will see the kiln in action and filters
being treated with silver. They will measure flow rates on existing filters. They will see agar plates being
poured and will count colonies on existing plates. Finally, they will see the data presented graphically to
appreciate the trade-off that exists between flow rate and kill rate. Participants will then be solicited for
ideas to improve the optimization.

Environmental Pollutants and Aging
Facilitator: Dr. Vandana Chinwalla
Today’s global population is constantly challenged by environmental pollutants, specifically in the
aspects of neurological stress and aging. One such pollutant is phenol, a chemical found in low levels in
air and soil as a result of industrial waste. While exposure to phenol in large quantities over a short
period induces organ damage in humans, the consequences of continuous exposure to low-levels
throughout one's lifespan is unknown. The fly lab is investigating the effects of chronic levels of phenol
on aging and associated stress by using Drosophila melanogaster as a toxicology model.
Participants will get an overview of why fruit flies serve as an ideal model organism to study the effects
of environmental pollutants. They will take part in anesthetizing the fruit flies, observing them under a
microscope and observing the anatomy. Participants will learn to differentiate between male and female
flies. They will be able to conduct the behavioral tests, such as Negative Geotaxis, that are used by the
fly lab students routinely. Participants will take part in observing the effect of phenol on the exposed
flies by recording how they perform on these tests as compared to the control flies.

Introduction to Experimental High-Energy Particle Physics
Facilitator: Dr. Peter Dong
This workshop will introduce participants to the basic concepts of high-energy physics as performed at
particle colliders in general and at the Compact Muon Solenoid experiment at the Large Hadron Collider
in particular. Participants will look at some of the basic principles of particle physics, accelerator
physics, and detector physics, and start to understand some of the meaning behind the hoopla that
sometimes surrounds the field. This also serves as a preview of work that will be going on in the IMSACMS research group in cooperation with Fermilab next year. There will be ample time for questions
about particle physics, research, statistics, life, the universe, and everything.
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Who Do We Think We Are? Immigration and American Identity
Facilitator: Dr. Sara Goek
With panelists: Dr. Adrienne Coleman, Dr. Michael Dean, Dr. Kitty Lam, and Dr. Claiborne Skinner
Oscar Handlin opened his classic 1951 text, The Uprooted, with the sentences: “Once I thought to write
a history of immigrants in America. Then I discovered that immigrants were American history.” Simple
though those words may seem they are part of a debate older than the nation itself. The question of
what it means to be American – and therefore who can become American – has yet to have a single
agreed-upon answer. The 2016 presidential election and subsequent events have brought greater
urgency to the debate.
This panel discussion will explore the place of immigration, race, and ethnicity in American life and how
public and intellectual debates have shifted over time. The title question is phrased deliberately; it asks
not definitively who we are, but who we think we are. The panel will consider questions such as: Who
‘counts’ as American? Who is included or excluded? Why? Who decides? How do immigrants become
American – through assimilation or the adoption of an ethnic identity? Are we part of a melting pot, a
salad bowl, a mosaic? How have these debates evolved over time and why? What have been key
historical moments? How important is a sense of the past to our identities and perceptions of
immigration today?
Beginning in fall 2017, Dr. Goek will be running an SIR project around the topic of migration. Any
students who may be interested in participating are particularly encouraged to attend this panel.
An Introduction to Engineering Swarms
Facilitator: Dr. Sanza Kazadi
Swarm engineering is a discipline which envisions the creation of engineered solutions to problems
requiring multiple interacting agents. The field is vast, though historically it has focused on robotics and
computer programming. It has applications in government, sociology, economics, business, and
tangential applications to traditional science and theoretical research. Presentations given during part of
the workshop will describe some of the work going on at IMSA around state-of-the-art tools being
developed here to address swarm design problems and some of the problems we're investigating at the
moment. These tools include theoretical tools and IMSA's own IMSAbot robotic platform under
development in the Swarm Engineering Laboratory. As a way of getting a feel the complexity of
designing a swarm, participants will generate a human swarm that solves a real-life swarm problem that
we're investigating in theory and simulation. Participants will become the swarm elements and learn
how their individual actions and interactions can generate a specific, desired global goal.
Learning to Pull Energy Right Out of the Air
Facilitator: Dr. Sanza Kazadi
Entrochemical systems were developed during the late 2000's and early 2010's. Generally speaking, the
systems involve a spontaneous heat pump stage that moves heat from a lower temperature stage to a
higher temperature stage. This heat can be used to drive many thermal processes. A second stage
utilizes environmental thermal energy to "recharge" the fluids in the entrochemical system once they've
become exhausted. This means that the energy that drives this process can be largely derived from
environmental energy. Among the processes enabled by entrochemical systems is desalination, an
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important part of the water infrastructure of the future. One of the limiting factors in desalination is the
availability of energy. We will report on some of the work we're doing to make this technology a viable
solution for desalination. Participants will assemble and run their own entrochemical systems during the
workshop.
Concentrations of Pesticides on Aquatic Life (Daphnia magna)
Facilitator: Julie Polz
Population growth, and the subsequent increase in pollution has led to the numerous environmental
regulations, especially in the area of pesticide usage. Students will learn the effect pesticides have on
heart rate, and the mortality of the Daphnia. In this workshop, I will introduce students to Daphnia
Magna, a form of aquatic life. Students will then test various concentrations of ammonium sulfate, the
main ingredient in pesticides, on the Daphnia. Students will then observe how the ammonium sulfate
affects the heart rates of the Daphnia. The Daphnia heart is visible using a compound microscope,
which students will learn how to operate. Additionally, the students will learn how to prepare their own
ammonium sulfate solutions for use with the Daphnia. The toxicity level of the ammonium sulfate
solutions will be tested on the Daphnia. After 1 hour, students will observe the mortality rate of the
Daphnia in each concentration of ammonium sulfate to determine the toxicity level. Students will then
discuss, and share data about the effects of the ammonium sulfate concentrations on the Daphnia heart
rate, and the toxicity level.
Automation and Globalization
Facilitator: Dr. Eric Smith
Some economists argue that more jobs have been lost to robots than to globalization. Other countries,
like Germany, have more robots per worker than the United States with very different results. The
Automation and Globalization Project intends to trace the history of the changes in the United States
due to automation (robots and computing) and globalization to provide a less abstract picture of recent
trends but also a foundation with which to inform our understanding of policy in the future. This ongoing project will permit students the use of a range of disciplinary approaches to consider the impact of
automation and globalization on Illinois and the United States, as well as how these compare to other
parts of the world. Students interested in joining this SIR project for the 2017-18 academic year are
strongly urged to attend this panel. We will need to seek out available sources, develop methods of
analysis, and use our individual findings to inform the larger group involved in this research. During the
workshop, participants will be presented with some data and cases in order to facilitate a discussion
about the effects of these two forces on the contemporary world.
Students participating in this workshop should bring their personal laptops.
Paper Technology
Facilitator: Joyce Symoniak
This workshop is a hands-on learning experience about the artistic side of recycled paper and its
creation. Participants will learn about: the colorful history of paper which has spanned through the
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worlds cultures, its origins, the technological advancements and its artistic appeal. I’ll introduce the
basics of making paper.
Paper has many different applications in architecture, art and interior design, such as wallpaper,
screens, blinds and lampshades. Using techniques such as molding one can make almost anything paper is so versatile its uses are only limited your own imagination.
Due to the creation of paper many descriptions of our world have been recorded allowing us to share
and learn from them. Paper has been used for many purposes, not just literature, but for war plans, the
creation of the dollar bill, and of course, to give the ability to people at home of producing their own
writing in physical form for hundreds of years.
You'll learn what to do, and what not to do, using recycled materials in a green process that is chemical
free. In informative workshop you will learn simple papermaking that you can do at home using gift
wrap, and junk-mail. You'll be able to create papers you can use for cards, printmaking, drawing,
painting, bookmaking, and more! At the end of this workshop you'll have all the skills you need to create
all the artistic recycled paper your heart desires!
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Presentation Abstracts
Abstracts are alphabetical by the presenter’s last name. Abstracts with multiple authors appear under
whichever author’s name comes first alphabetically. All authors, advisors, and additional team members
appear in the index.
A Light Review of Swarm Engineering
Presenters: Ankit Agarwal, Jack Messina, and Rohit Mittapalli
Advisor: Dr. Sanza Kazadi
Location: IMSA
We conduct a light review of the field of swarm engineering, describing the field’s development,
methodologies, and applications. Top-down, bottom-up, and middle meeting methods of swarm design
are described. We discuss the Hamiltonian method of swarm design, biomimetic systems, and
physicomimetic systems. We address open problems within the field and future areas of research.
Analyzing Long and Short Position Parameters for Ibovespa Future Calendar Spreads
Presenter: Ayan Agarwal
Advisor: Dr. Maxwell Rhee
Location: TransMarket Group, Chicago
Abstract redacted.
Suppressor Identification of Disease Resistant Mutant acd6-1
Presenter: Vandini Agrawal
Advisors: Dr. Shang-Chuan Jiang and Dr. Jean T. Greenberg
Location: University of Chicago
In order to study the plant defense signaling pathways, mutants of Arabidopsis thaliana were examined
for phenotype and levels of salicylic acid (SA) in comparison to gain-of-function mutant acd6-1, which
exhibits high disease resistance, dwarfism, and high SA levels. For T-series transformed suppressor
mutants, diameter and height were measured in centimeters. Gene expression was also predicted using
bioinformatics. T-105 and T-122 genes are expressed in locations similar to acd6-1, and they may be
linked to defense regulation. In addition, these mutants suppressed the a6 phenotype the most. A set of
a6 double mutants were tested for SA levels using HPLC. For a6 double mutants, all of the double
mutants suppressed the high levels of SA found in a6, both when free SA and total SA is calculated. In
the future, further testing may be conducted to affirm the candidate suppressors of a6, which display
traits relating to regulation of the defense system. Once identified, scientists may overexpress or cut out
the specific gene of the mutation depending on whether it upregulates or downregulates the plant
defense system, leading to more disease resistant crops, maximizing crop output.

Search for Supersymmetry Using Top Quark Signatures in the CMS Experiment at the LHC and at
Possible Future Colliders
Presenter: Adhav Arulanandan
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Advisor: Dr. Richard Cavanaugh
Location: Fermilab and University of Illinois at Chicago
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) Experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a particle
detector that is being used to search for possible new physics, such as Supersymmetry and Dark Matter.
The top quark is one of the most important particles in the search for Supersymmetry, and it is highly
sought after at CMS due to its large mass and strong interactions with Higgs bosons. The
supersymmetric partner to the top quark, the top squark, is predicted to have a mass of at least 1 TeV.
In this research we will analyze real and simulated collision data from the CMS Experiment to search for
hypothetical top squark production using algorithms designed to identify top quarks from the jets of
particles they decay to and algorithms to eliminate background signatures, potentially revealing new
physics. The search algorithms developed at the LHC will also be evaluated using simulations involving a
possible future Very High Energy Large Hadron Collider, which would collide particles with 10 times
more energy than the present day LHC.

An Exploration of the Factors that Motivate Gifted and Talented Presenters from Underrepresented
Populations to Engage in STEM
Presenters: Isa Baldwin Zurek, Amy Wang, Takudzwa George, Robert Lou & Clinton Oshipitan
Advisor: Adrienne Coleman
Location: IMSA
The purpose of this study is to examine rural Presenters at the Illinois Mathematics and Science
Academy to identify their motivation to engage in STEM education. Dr. Adrienne Coleman, the
Multicultural Education Specialist at IMSA, was the primacy researcher, along with five IMSA Presenters,
who conducted a qualitative study. According to research, rural Presenters are less likely to attend
selective colleges and can lose interest in STEM during the transition from middle to high school. Also,
rural communities face the additional obstacles of poorly funded school operations, as well as poverty,
higher cost of living, geographic remoteness, and drug use and violence. In order to entice talented
youth to take over hard-to-fill jobs in these communities, this study sought to use IMSA rural Presenters'
motives in pursuing STEM to inform the development of STEM enrichment programs for URP
Presenters. Besides gathering Presenter perspectives in focus groups, we interviewed IMSA alumni and
parents of rural origins about their thoughts on STEM motivation and achievement. By learning about
factors that push disadvantaged Presenters to engage in math and science, we can increase inclusivity
and enhance URP Presenters' motivation at IMSA, as well as at National Consortium of Specialized STEM
Schools (NCSSS) affiliates.
Solar Chimney Design for Entrochemical Systems
Presenters: Presenters: Matthew Beauchem, Edward Shi, Angelica Villegas, and Deborah Amarachi
Chiemelie Okoli
Advisor: Sanza Kazadi
Location: IMSA
The entrochemical system consists of an entrochemical device, which spontaneously generates and
maintains a thermal gradient through a spontaneous entropic and thermal process. The solar chimney
generates airflow over a draw solution in a desiccator, evaporating water, leaving the remaining
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concentrated solution, and is therefore the main energy source driving the entrochemical system. In this
study, we present the results of a novel desiccator design as well as characterize the performance of the
solar chimney in lower temperatures. State of the art results will be presented.
The Development of a Humanized Antibody-Targeted AβO-Specific PET Probe for Early Diagnostic
Imaging of Alzheimer's Disease
Presenter: Adrian Bebenek
Advisor: Kirsten Viola
Additional team members: Dr. William Klein and Dr. Erika Cline
Location: Northwestern University
One of the greatest advancements in Alzheimer's disease (AD) diagnostics has been the implementation
of positron emission tomography (PET) probes that target amyloid fibrils and plaques. However, these
protein congregations do not correlate closely to the pathogenesis of AD. It is now believed that
amyloid-beta oligomers (ABOs) appear in the earliest stages of AD cause memory dysfucntion through
tau hyperphosphorylation, oxidative damage, and synaptic loss. Due to the inability to reverse neuronal
loss, it is critical that diagnostic probes with the ability to target biomarkers that appear years before the
onset of neurodegeneration. Because ABOs are considered the first toxin to appear in AD pathogenesis
and thus are an excellent candidate for an early diagnostic imaging probe, we developed antibodytargeted, ABO specific PET probes using the mouse NU4 and human ACU193 antibodies. The
development of such probes will allow for the early identification of those who demonstrate AD
pathology, but still lack memory deficits, which would allow for the implementation of preventative
measures, precise correlation of ABO buildup with the development of memory loss, tau
hyperphosporylation, and the identification of therapeutics. Evidence presented here showcases the
tremendous potential of NU4PET and ACU193PET as a novel diagnostic agent for AD.
Development of Robotic Swarms
Presenters: Katya Bezugla, Carolyn Shimabukuro, Shayna Provine
Advisor: Dr. Sanza Kazadi
Location: IMSA
Swarm engineering, which uses minimally intelligent individual agents to solve problems, aims to solve
real world problems that other technologies cannot solve as efficiently. Our group addresses the swarm
decision problem, in which a swarm collectively makes a decision, using physical robots to test out
theories on how to solve the problem. We have developed a robot platform called the IMSAbot. This
platform is being applied to the swarm decision problem, and its design and results will be presented.
Effects of TLR4 and HMGB1 in the Liver
Presenter: Sivam J. Bhatt
Advisor: Dr. Jeannette Messer and Dr. Eugene Chang
Additional team members: Dr. Yun (Julia) Tao
Location: University of Chicago
Toll Like Receptors are responsible for activating innate immunity in response to microbes. One such Toll
Like Receptor is TLR4. TLR4 primarily senses lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from bacteria, but its response to
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LPS can be increased in the presence of the host stress response protein high mobility group box 1
(HMGB1). Bacterial LPS and HMGB1 have both been implicated in diet-induced fatty liver disease and
type 2 diabetes, but the mechanisms whereby bacterial components and host stress responses
contribute to these diseases are poorly understood. In this study we are investigating how HMGB1 and
bacterial LPS from the intestine can influence disease in the liver.
Identifying Pre-Clinical Alzheimer's Disease Motor Impairments and Efficient Re-Teaching Methods
Presenter: Ishita Bhattacharya
Advisor: Dr. Tanvi Bhatt
Location: University of Illinois at Chicago
Alzheimer's Disease is currently the primary cause of dementia throughout the world. Many patients
tend to undergo a pre-clinical phase of mild cognitive impairment before onset of the disease. A variety
of motor impairments, such as bradykinesia, characterizes both mild cognitive impairment and
Alzheimer’s. Motor skills that are impaired may be re-learned through the practice of implicit learning
with visual feedback. The purpose of this study was to identify the specific motor impairments that
indicate a high possibility of progression to Alzheimer's and to identify the most efficient method of reteaching lost skills to patients. Literature pertaining to the primary purpose of this study was thoroughly
examined and synthesized in order to determine the motor impairments of mild cognitive impairment
that lead to Alzheimer’s and adept re-teaching methods. The study observed that certain motor
impairments, such as bradykinesia and parkinsonism, are not ideal for the use in prognosis of
Alzheimer's due to their presence in other neurodegenerative diseases, such as Parkinson's. Other
motor impairments, such as slowed or abnormal gait, are more ideal for use in the prognosis of
Alzheimer's, but only in conjunction with the presence of mild cognitive impairment. This study is
currently on-going.
Simulating the Soviet Great Terror
Presenters: Cameron Birtcher, Daniel Curtis, and Richard Osmund
Advisor: Dr. Kitty Lam
Additional team members: Rain Bravo, Greg Johnson, and Ari Lisitza
Location: IMSA
The Simulating the Soviet Great Terror project focuses on designing a simulation game centered around
the Soviet political purges from 1934 to 1938, and investigating the game’s use as an educational tool to
enrich Presenters’ understanding of the purges. The simulation tests the revisionist argument about the
social, economic, and political realities that existed in the Soviet Union during the 1930s. The revisionist
viewpoint posits that the Great Terror was not a planned set of events orchestrated entirely by Stalin
from top down, but was rather a response to the panic created by Stalin’s attempt to remove any
potential threats to his power and to the Soviet state. The simulation will prompt Presenters to analyze
the reasons for the extent and severity of the purges, as well as the role of contingency in shaping
political outcome. The game will be play-tested by several groups of IMSA Presenters, and the outcome
will be compared to randomly generated game results. The overall results will then be compared to
historical reality to evaluate the validity of the revisionist argument versus the traditionalist
interpretation, and examine the implications of this simulation for studying the effects of political
repression on individual action.
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Characterization of Amyloid Beta Oligomers and Co-Localized Proteins in Alzheimer's Disease
Presenter: Zachary Brahmbhatt
Advisors: Dr. William Klein and Kirsten Viola
Location: Northwestern University
Animal models are essential to our current understanding of disease progression, pathology and
diagnosis. Created as models for pre-clinical studies, animal models have served as excellent indicators
of protein regulation, gene expression, and immunology, all of which have provided insight into the
growing field of therapeutics and treatments. One particular illnesses of interest, Alzheimer’s disease, is
being studied using animal models. AD is characterized by the proteolytic processing of the Amyloid
Beta precursor protein which results in soluble forms of Aβ aggregates called Aβ oligomers (known as
ADDLs). ADDLs in the brain, considered a propagator of synaptic loss and neurotoxicity, are being
investigated using transgenic mice that are genetically engineered with distinct mutations specific to
ADDL production and AD. Alternative methods for studying ADDL neurotoxicity have used
intracerebroventricular injection of ADDLs. These approaches have provided a greater understanding of
ADDLs involvement in AD, but have also shown that other proteins function alongside ADDLs to induce
the neuronal dysfunction, memory and learning disabilities associated with Alzheimer's disease. Our
study investigates how ADDL pathology develops in unison with other molecules in Tg 5XFAD mice. This
understanding will open up the possibilities for new treatment targets and better methods for early
identification.
Coding the Soviet Great Terror
Presenters: Rain Bravo, Greg Johnson, and Ari Lisitza
Advisor: Dr. Kitty Lam
Additional team members: Cameron Birtcher, Daniel Curtis, and Richard Osmund
Location: IMSA
The Simulating the Soviet Great Terror project is aimed at designing a simulation game in which players
take command of characters of varying social and political groups in Russia during the Soviet political
purges of 1934 to 1938. This project involves investigating the capacity and limitations of C
programming language for turning abstract concepts into concrete code. Currently, the simulation relies
on a file directory in which information on a player’s past choices, in-game characteristics, and future
dilemmas are stored. The processing programs are written using the C programming language and then
converted to a browser-based user interface. The simulation is intended to be played by multiple players
at once, following a prompt-based branching narrative where the players’ decisions impact the events of
the game. The game is divided into six rounds, with each round presenting a new dilemma to which the
players must respond by choosing an option presented to them. Over the course of the simulation,
Presenters become immersed in the societal turmoil caused by the Soviet Great Terror and, by
experiencing it firsthand, better understand how it affected both individuals and entire categories of
people.
Depth-Invariant Mixing for an Entrochemical Device
Presenters: Angitha Bright, Gina Chung, and Daniel Shin
Advisor: Dr. Sanza Kazadi
Location: IMSA
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The entrochemical system consists of an entrochemical device, which spontaneously generates and
maintains a thermal gradient through a spontaneous entropic and thermal process. The system can be
operated continually when enhanced with a solar chimney, which re-concentrates the solution used in
the entrochemical device. The thermal gradient can then be applied in a distiller, daisy chained to create
a large heating/cooling device, or used to generate electricity. One major engineering issue with the
entrochemical system that remains is that the mixing tube in the device has a variant depth. To resolve
this, our group designed a depth-invariant tube that will accommodate for changes in water level of the
entrochemical device and result in a more stable and longer lasting thermal gradient. State of the art
designs and results of this tube will be presented.
Designing an Affordable Mobile Tracking System for Communication with a Medium Earth Orbit
Satellite
Presenters: Harrison Carcione, Charles Kuch, Soomin Park, and Peijing (Mike) Xu
Advisor: Dr. Peter Dong
Location: IMSA
We designed a tracking system to be used in maritime mobile satellite communications. Position is
updated each second using a GPS antenna, and the initial design used a magnetometer for heading
determination. However, when the mobile apparatus with the sensors was tested on a track, it was
found that disturbances in the magnetic field caused inaccuracies of more than 30 degrees. The final
design determines heading using movement detected by a GPS receiver and angular velocity from a
gyroscope, and uses signal strength of the satellite received by the antenna to correct any errors from
the sensors. Combined with telemetry data, the antenna can be realigned every second to ensure a
stable connection. This system was then tested at the USEI Teleport in Brewster, WA to evaluate its
performance in a simulated scenario.
Exploring Whether the RID Effector Domain in the MARTX Toxin of Vibrio cholerae Is Sufficient to
Downregulate the ERK Pathway
Presenter: Kasey Cervantes
Advisor: Dr. Karla J.F. Satchell
Location: Northwestern University
Vibrio cholerae is a gram negative bacterium that is spread through the fecal-oral route that can cause
cholera when infected. It is commonly found in third world countries in contaminated water supplies.
This study specifically looks into the Rho-Inactivation Domain (RID) effector domain found in the
Multifunctional Autoprocessing Repeats-In-Toxin (MARTX) toxin found inside of the El Tor strain of this
bacterium. The purpose of investigating RID is to see if it is sufficient enough to inhibit the Extracellular
Signal–regulated Kinases(ERK) pathway, which may inhibit cytokines. To study this, HeLa cells were
intoxicated with RID via a lethal factor/protective antigen delivery mechanism. Using these intoxications,
western blots were performed with an antibody that detected the “on” form of ERK1/2 and another
antibody that detected the “on and off” forms of ERK1/2. The western blots showed that RID is
insufficient to downregulate ERK. The reason behind this can be due to insufficient amounts of ERK
present in our samples. Therefore, future directions for this study involve activating ERK to increase the
amount of ERK present.
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Development of an Individual-Based Model for Simulation of the Spread of Infectious Diseases within
Communities
Presenters: Chris Chang, Esther Mathew, Akhila Vuppalapati, and Ananya Yammunuru
Advisor: Dr. Jordan Hasler
Location: IMSA
Characterizing and modeling the spread of infection in an outbreak is often important in determining
how the outbreak is to be stopped. Many different factors must be considered, including vaccination,
immunity, quarantine conditions, and rate of spread, however, all of these models rely on people
randomly traveling from one community to another. We created a routine-based environment to model
the spread of infection in locations people frequent: neighborhood (including the store, park, etc.),
hospital, school, and work. By designing our individual-based model to run within one community, we
can manipulate variables within the community that could minimize the spread of the disease. In
addition, our flexible model could be fit to a variety of diseases, as necessary.

Finding the Best Method to Wound the Hearts of Drosophila melanogaster larvae
Presenter: Shriya Chennuru
Advisor: Dr. Amanda Brock
Location: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Myocardial infarction is a very common cause of cardiac injury in humans. Unfortunately, the human
heart cannot regenerate the cells that die as a result of cardiac disease. Progressive loss of these cardiac
cells can eventually lead to heart failure. A solution to this problem could be to use regenerative
methods to replenish the myocardial cells. Drosophila melanogaster is a very effective tool to study
cardiac regeneration and its mechanisms. To study this, however, an effective method to wound the
heart of Drosophila melanogaster larvae must be found. I tested two wounding methods, pinching and
poking, on third instar hand-GAL4,UAS—mcherry / CyOAct:GFP larvae in which the myocardial cells
emitted red fluorescence. Through various tests such as pupariation assays, I found the best way to
wound the hearts of Drosophila melanogaster larvae. Due to the extensive homologs between
Drosophila and humans, information found on the possible regeneration of myocardial cells in
Drosophila can have beneficial implications on humans as well.

The Effects of Phenol on Locomotor Behavior and Aging on Drosophila melanogaster
Presenters: Shriya Chennuru, Blair Hu, and Chandana Tetali
Advisor: Dr. Vandana Chinwalla
Location: IMSA
In today’s world, there is a constant threat of environmental pollutants which negatively affects the
daily lives of humans. One of these known pollutants is phenol, which is found in common consumer
products such as mouthwash, lotions, and ointments. It has been found to accelerate senescence and
decrease lifespan when introduced during early development. We utilized Drosophila melanogaster, the
fruit fly, as a model organism to assess the effects of 0.1% phenol relative to a control group raised on
water. Through assays such as negative geotaxis and longevity, we examined the differences between
the instinctual behavior of both groups of fruit flies as they aged. Our results indicated that phenol
diminished locomotive ability, which is a possible symptom of premature aging, and also suggested that
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phenol has a detrimental effect on the lifespan of fruit flies. Considering the extensive similarities
between the DNA of fruit flies and humans, such findings imply that phenol might have a parallel effect
on humans. Further research will be performed to counteract the aforementioned negative effects
through the manipulation of certain genes and introduction of antioxidants or anti-inflammatory
substances into the diet of the phenol-exposed flies.
RNNintendo: Music Composition with Neural Networks
Presenters: Austin Choi and William Tong
Advisor: Namrata Pandaya
Location: IMSA
A fledgling technological with extraordinary potential, artificial neural networks have risen to
prominence in the field of machine learning. Loosely inspired by their biological counterparts, neural
networks function as computational systems composed of interconnected neurons. By exploiting certain
architectural and computational properties of the system, neural networks are capable of a dizzying
array of tasks, encompassing everything from computer vision to handwriting recognition to even
language processing. This independent study focused on the application of a particular class of neural
networks termed “recurrent neural networks” (RNN) to music composition. RNN’s are unique in that
they rely on data from previous computations as well as fresh input. More specifically, we seek to use
“Long Short-Term Memory” (LSTM) units, which differ from traditional RNN’s in that they leverage the
use of “memory cells,” specific aspects of the architecture designed to preserve the state of the data
across many transformations. As a result, LSTM’s are particularly well suited for applications like
sentence comprehension and speech analysis, where data needs to be “remembered” across relatively
long stretches of information. Thus, by applying LSTM’s to the task of music composition, we sought to
produce coherent, aesthetic pieces generated purely by an artificial neural network trained on music
from the Nintendo franchise.
Changing Views on Climate Change by Turning the Temporal Discounting Problem into a Financial
Problem
Presenter: Jake Cooley
Advisor: Moran Cerf
Location: Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University
The purpose of this study was to see whether having people bet money on positions related to climate
change would cause them to become more informed about climate change, potentially resulting in
betting in a direction opposite to their beliefs. This was done using a prediction market designed for this
study, called “C-hedge” (for ‘Climate Hedge’), where individuals bet game money on the probability that
events would occur in the real world in order to translate thinking about the future into a financial
activity. Participants were selected from 11 different US states and were tasked with completing a
preliminary survey and then a post survey after using the C-Hedge website for one month. Both surveys
had a knowledge portion that had factual questions relating to climate change and the post survey had
additional information relating to the topics that were on the website. After looking at the results, there
was a 9% increase in accuracy on the post survey when compared to the preliminary survey.
Additionally, participants were about 20% more accurate on the new knowledge presented than in the
preliminary survey. Conservatives did not perform significantly worse than liberals on all aspects of the
survey (p < 0.05, t-test), however conservatives scored better when answering questions pertaining to
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new knowledge (p > 0.05). As hypothesized, the majority of all participants did not invest their money as
strongly as their stated liberal or conservative beliefs on the survey would predict. This study gives an
alternative view to climate change that reduces the challenge of temporal discounting into a tangible
financial computation, which policymakers can use to offset the potential crisis of disbelieving in climate
change by using money to short the problem and build better safeguards for it, to encourage active
learning of facts about climate, or to demonstrate the dissonance between the talking points of
individuals and their actual choices when money is on the line.

LKB1 in Pathogenesis of Multiple Sclerosis and Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis (Mouse
Model of MS)
Presenter: Naga Harshita Degala
Advisor: Dr. Douglas Feinstein
Additional team members: Dr. Sergey Kalinin
Location: College of Medicine, University of Illinois at Chicago
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is the most common neurodegenerative disease that targets people from 10-80
years of age. Our lab previously showed that a mutation (variant) in the gene STK11 increased the risk of
getting MS. However, the mechanisms of action of the SKT11 gene and its role in MS is not clearly
understood. We demonstrate here that knockout (KO) of STK11 from cerebral cortex microglial cells
(SIM-A9) increases the inflammatory responses of the cells. To do this, cultures of SIM-A9 cells were
treated with targeting and non-targeting siRNA (silencing RNA) for one day to KO the STK11 mRNA from
the cells. The cells were then treated with LPS (lipopolysaccharide, a strong stimulator) and TII (a
combination of cytokines). One day later we prepared mRNA from the cells and then we used
quantitative PCR to observe differences between the STK11 mRNA levels in KO and control cells.
Analysis of nitrite production (an inflammatory marker) in cells with STK11 present versus KO identified
an increase in inflammatory response in the KO cells after LPS + TII treatment. In the second part of the
study, a similar procedure was used on primary microglia, which gave similar results. qPCR was also used
to test if other mRNAs are affected by the STK11 KO, and showed that some mRNA were also increased,
including the mRNA that codes for NOS2, the enzyme that makes nitrites. Collectively, these data
indicate that KO of STK11 results in an upregulation of inflammatory responses in the SIM-A9 microglial
cell line and in primary microglial cells, suggesting that mutations in STK11 which lower STK11 mRNA
levels could lead to worse inflammation in MS patients.
Bayesian Statistics and Estimating Stellar Masses in the Blind Cosmology Challenge and the Dark
Energy Survey
Presenter: John DeMastri
Advisor: Dr. James Annis
Location: Fermilab
The purpose of this investigation was to update, refine, and apply the techniques and strategies
developed over the course of the last two years to produce a new cluster richness proxy, called M*,
based off of stellar masses derived through Bayesian statistical methods. Bayesian models derived from
Simha et al (2014) and Conroy and Gunn's FSPS were updated to incorporate new versions of FSPS. Our
analysis of data from the BCC mirrors the results of the Canada France Legacy Survey (CFLS) for high
mass galaxy clusters (clusters of at least 10^13 stellar masses), and discrepancies at low mass can be
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explained due to inconsistencies in how BCC produces low-mass clusters. When applied to Stripe 82 of
the Dark Energy Survey Data Release 8, our analysis mirrors the results of the CFLS. From this, we
conclude that this Bayesian technique provides not the best fit value, but rather, the most likely value,
our estimates for stellar mass could be useful as a proxy for the galaxy richness, a key variable when
analyzing and modeling the cosmology of a cluster.
Quantifying the Benthic Habitat of Queen Conch (Lobatus gigas) in The Bahamas to Guide Conchservation
Presenters: Thomas DeMastri, Michelle Guo, Sargam Panapaliya, and Kate Rabideau
Advisor: Dr. Andrew Kough
Location: Shedd Aquarium
Marine populations are connected through larval exchange between otherwise isolated habitats. A
network of marine protected areas connected by larval flow are a tool that can replenish and conserve
threatened marine populations. However, before a network can be created, the most valuable habitats
need to be identified for a given species. Queen Conch is an ecologically and economically and culturally
important herbivorous marine gastropod. Conch has density dependent reproduction, patchy
distributions, and populations which are in decline around the Caribbean. Therefore understanding how
habitat shapes conch abundance is vital conserving them. Counts of conch abundance and habitat
images were collected during surveys throughout the Bahamas. A set of ten random points were
selected within each image of a representative subset. Habitat type at each point was classified into one
seven predetermined types. The resulting set of geolocated and habitat-quantified tows will inform a
model of conch density as predicted by habitat. This model will be used to determine candidate
locations for protection and to better guide future surveys.
Analysis of Transposable Elements and Protein Divergence across Diatoms
Presenter: Nina Denne
Advisor: Dr. Matthew Parks
Additional team members: Dr. Norm Wickett and Dr. Matthew Johnson
Location: Chicago Botanic Garden
Two genomes of unicellular photosynthetic algae known as diatoms have been sequenced and
annotated prior to this investigation, but using new techniques, a third diatom genome, Psammoneis,
has been sequenced. Analysis of aspects of the Psammoneis genome, including its protein divergence
from its relatives as well as its transposable element diversity, could reveal trends about diatoms and
heterokonts. Transposable elements (TEs) are portions of the genome which can excise themselves from
one portion of the genome and reinsert themselves elsewhere. This investigation characterized the
overall distribution of TEs and the distribution of diatom-specific CoDi TEs in the Psammoneis genome as
compared to its relatives. Psammoneis had significantly more total transposable elements and CoDi
elements. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) were generated for each species and supplemented with the
NCBI database, and searches using these HMMs revealed matches across species, potentially revealing
new TEs in the Psammoneis genome. Protein divergence was analyzed using the reciprocal best BLAST
hits between the three diatom species. Sequence pairs were aligned using MAFFT and measures of
divergence between each pair of sequences were calculated. Using an incomplete Psammoneis genome
assembly, there was little significant protein divergence between the species.
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Phenological Differences between Invasive Grasses, Shrubs, and Trees in Comparison to Native
Species
Presenters: Parth Dhyani and Lucy Liu
Advisor: Dr. Christine Rollinson
Location: Morton Arboretum
Invasive species plaguing the United States threaten native species and biodiversity by damaging native
habitats. In Illinois, invasives of concern include common buckthorn, garlic mustard, multiflora rose,
leafy spurge, and Japanese honeysuckle. Plant phenology is the study of seasonal occurrences in plants,
such as the timing of bud bursts or flowers blooming. Previous studies have shown that invasive plants
tend to grow for longer periods of time than native plants, and we are further exploring how a species’
functional role in the ecosystem can affect this difference. National Phenology Network data and data
collected at the Morton Arboretum will be used to compare invasive and native phenology for several
plant functional types (e.g. forbs, shrubs, and trees). Different functional types fill different ecological
niches, so this will allow for an improved understanding of the roles invasive species play and how we
can better manage them.
Do Protons Decay? An Analysis of the DUNE Experiment’s Sensitivities to n→μ-K+ and n→μ+KPresenters: Kathryn Downey and Lisa Lin
Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Raaf
Location: Fermilab
The Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), scheduled to begin in 2021, will search for rare
decays as evidence of Grand Unification, in which the strong, weak, and electromagnetic forces
governing particle interactions in nature are unified at high energies. Grand Unified Theories (GUTs)
frequently predict that nucleons - that is, protons and bound neutrons - may decay, and observation of
such a decay would serve as incontrovertible proof for an extension of the current Standard Model of
particle physics. Monte-Carlo simulations were generated to reconstruct such decays, specifically n→μK+ and n→μ+K-, to assess DUNE’s sensitivity to specific decay channels. In doing so, guidelines to
effectively pick decay events out from the simulations while simultaneously not accepting too much
background from atmospheric neutrinos were formulated.
DropDot
Presenters: Sandra Dragan, Alex Orlov, and Megha Ramanan
Advisor: Dr. Carl Heine
Location: IMSA
Our research at the Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy, applying the lean startup method to
DropDot, has enabled us to distill knowledge useful to startups that develop software applications. After
conducting research on popular startup methods and comparing startups that have failed to others
which have had exponential growth, we applied what we learned about being efficient to our own work
on the analytics team. Using an app developed by Summer Wu, an IMSA alumna, our ultimate goal is to
increase utility and the number of active users. Communicating with our developer team, we revamped
Summer’s original idea and recently uploaded an improved version. Additionally, we gathered statistics
on who was downloading the app and where they were located, which can be used in the future to help
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with advertising. In an attempt to get more feedback on this hands-on application, we tested a group of
3-7 year-olds using a paper version.
Maximizing the Uniformity of the Muon G-2 Magnet through Automated Coil Shimming
Presenters: Manny Favela and Isabella Ginnett
Advisor: Dr. Brendan Kiburg
Location: Fermilab
The value g in particle physics represents how a particle couples to a magnetic field. Paul Dirac predicted
the g-value of a muon to be exactly two without quantum effects. However, quantum mechanics does
exist in our universe and affects the g-value of the muon. With the combined effects of quantum
electrodynamics, quantum chromodynamics, and electroweak interactions, theorists predicted that the
g of a muon should be slightly greater than two, but a study at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)
recorded the g value of a muon to be 3.3 to 3.6 standard deviations away from this theoretical g. This
discrepancy causes concern as it is statistically unlikely, perhaps hinting at a new phenomena or
interaction occurring. In order to further understand this, the original magnet form BNL is going to be
used but needs to be more uniform, so a shimming system is going to be added to the superconducting
magnets in place. The system will involve two parts: shimming coils and a monitoring system. With a
monitoring system in place, the system will not only set the magnetic field to the desired value but also
make sure that it stays there.
Optical Transmission Properties of Tissues in the Mid-Infrared
Presenter: Kyle Feliciano
Advisor: Dr. Claus-Peter Richter
Location: Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University
The intensity and spot size of any beam of light delivered to tissue is impacted by scattering, absorption,
and reflection. The wavelength of light, the type of tissue, and the tissue thickness determine how much
the properties of the light beam change. To successfully construct a cochlear implant that stimulates
auditory neurons with light, these characteristics must be investigated, and the stimulation of target
neurons must be maximized. In this project, we determine how different types and thicknesses of tissue
impact the angle of spread and the radiation energy of light beams. Pig skin, muscle, and fat tissue of
different thicknesses were irradiated with infrared, red, and green light. Images of the beam spot were
taken after it passed through the tissue. The angle of spread and the fluence rate were calculated by
analyzing these images in ImageJ and Igor Pro. Preliminary results reveal that muscle tissue widens the
beam much less than skin tissue does. The differences in angle of spread and fluence rate are compared
for each type of tissue to determine parameters for the utilization of optical radiation in cochlear
implants.
Identification of a Clinical Score to Estimate the Risk for the Development of Incident Resistant
Hypertension
Presenter: Sona RoseAnne Fokum
Advisor: Dr. John M. Flack
Additional team members: Dr. Albert Botchway
Location: Southern Illinois University
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Uncontrolled resistance hypertension referred to patients taking three or more antihypertensive
medications with at least one being a diuretic and BP above threshold values (140/90 mmHg). The
purpose of this study was to predict an empirical baseline variable that discriminated hypertensive
patients who did or did not eventually develop resistant hypertension over a 150 day period using
receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves. The retrospective cohort study included de-identified
medical records of 134 hypertensive patients followed-up in an urban clinic between October 1998 and
May 2010. The patients all did impedance cardiography (ICG), a non-invasive hemodynamic procedure
to determine exposure systemic vascular resistance (SVR). The covariates were diabetes, prediabetes,
albuminuria or glomerular filtration rate. The associations were binarily classified on a receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) was calculated to test the
accuracy of the predictor model and if the empirical cut-off points could be used in a clinical setting.
Patients were mostly African Americans, females, diabetics, all with a mean baseline SV and extremely
high odds. Results from this study will enable clinicians to assess a binary statement to their patients on
whether they will or will not develop resistance hypertension within a 150 day follow-up period.

Healthy Access for Healthy Places: Analyzing the Role of Spatial Access to Community Resources in
Public Health
Presenter: Irena Gao
Advisor: Marynia Kolak, MS, MFA
Location: University of Chicago
When it comes to preventive healthcare, place matters. It is increasingly clear that social factors,
particularly access to resources such as healthy nutrition and safe housing, are as determinant to health
and health equity as medical care. We investigate the significance of access to community resources to
the social determinants of health in Humboldt Park, Chicago. In our approach, we emphasize spatial
data analysis for rigorous selection of appropriate access measurements. We also identify areas of high
need and disparately poor access that require public health intervention. This study is part of a project
at the University of Chicago’s Center for Spatial Data Science to construct a sustainable, dynamic
decision support system for monitoring Chicago public health and access. The system’s inverted
structure for organic data collection also fosters belated cooperation between community organizations
and public health departments.
A Distributed Greedy Auction Algorithm to Mitigate Public Mass Shootings
Presenter: Irena Gao
Advisor: Henry Hexmoor
Location: Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
We introduce a distributed, greedy auction algorithm for an Internet of Things decision support system
to evacuate civilians during public internal mass shootings. The public building environment is
abstracted into a network of doors and rooms. During the emergency, door agents bid against
neighboring doors using a safety score that considers crowd congestion, number of exit doors, and
proximity to shooter. The score is weighted by a distance decay function of node count to nearest exit
door. Room agents decide auction winners by highest score, and users are then alerted to the safest
doors through which to evacuate. The greedy system is dynamic, avoids the attacker, prevents crowd
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congestion, and minimizes evacuee panic. We present the protocol and study its application in a sample
environment, which attests to its effectiveness.
Embodied Cognition: An Invalidation of the Connection between Mind and Body
Presenter: Alexis Giff
Advisor: Dr. Vernon Leo Towle
Location: University of Chicago
One of modern neuroscience’s most intriguing ideas is that cognition is embodied. Would saying or even
thinking of words that correspond to actions cause activation in the regions of the brain that would
normally be activated when physically performing the same actions? This study investigates whether
brain activity after listening to a hearing-related noun and subsequently saying a hearing-related verb is
significantly different from brain activity after listening to a hand-related or mouth-related noun and
saying a hand-related or mouth-related action verb in the auditory area of the cortex. We studied ten
surgical epilepsy patients, and using MRI scans, imaged their brains and compared gamma activity from
chronically implanted subdural electrodes to obtain waveforms for hand-, mouth-, and hearing-related
words for each electrode. Overall, none of the comparisons were significantly different. It is likely that
all words, regardless of body part correlation, are processed the same in the auditory area as the patient
listens and repeats a corresponding verb. It is also possible that the auditory area was not the ideal area
to investigate how hearing action verbs prompt somatotopic processing, and perhaps identifying the
location of the “auditory area” in the primary somatosensory cortex would be more helpful.
Parental Responsiveness to Typically-Developing Children and Children with Early Brain Injury
Presenter: Leisha Goel
Advisor: Dr. Özlem Ece Demir-Lira
Location: University of Chicago
We report on the progress of an ongoing study on the effect of parental responsiveness, socioeconomic
status (SES), and early brain injury on language development in preschool children. Parental
responsiveness has been shown to influence language development in children, but the effect of
parental responsiveness in atypically developing has not been researched. Typically-developing children
and children with early unilateral brain injury participating in an ongoing longitudinal study of language
development were chosen to reflect different SES levels. After reading previous research in this field, a
coding scheme was developed to classify utterances based on continuous discourse to measure parental
responsiveness.
Decision-Making Swarms
Presenters: Xinyu Guan, Andriy Sheptunov, Nicholas Nusgart, George Jeno
Advisor: Dr. Sanza Kazadi
Location: IMSA
While swarms that execute decisions are well known in the swarm community, swarms that exhibit this
capability a priori have never before been achieved. We demonstrate a methodology, based on the
Hamiltonian method of swarm design, that enables the design and implementation of swarms that
exhibit decision-making capability. We develop the theoretical structure of the method and apply it to
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the development of an ant algorithm and a swarm capable of deciding whether its density exceeds a
specific predetermined value. The swarm designs are validated in simulation.
Early-Stage Diagnosis of Alzheimer’s Disease with the Use of Magnetic Nanostructures
Presenter: Abhay Gupta
Advisors: Kirsten Viola and Dr. William Klein
Location: Northwestern University
One approach to image Alzheimer's disease (AD) pathology is by positron emission tomography (PET),
using probes that target amyloid fibrils. However, PET is costly and limited in availability, and does not
provide an early diagnosis of AD by focusing on amyloid fibrils. Furthermore, AP oligomers have been
shown to correlate better with the pathogenesis of AD in comparison to amyloid fibrils; hence, AP
oligomers are now considered the putative toxins responsible for the neuronal damage exhibited in AD.
Similar to PET, other diagnostic methods have been developed to characterize AD pathology, such as
functional magnetic resonance imaging, diffusion weighted imaging, structural imaging, and arterial spin
labeling, which despite their accuracy, are invasive and not pragmatic for the early diagnosis of AD. In an
attempt to establish a diagnostic method for early-stage AD, an investigation is occurring regarding the
efficacy of a humanized antibody, ACUI 93, in conjunction with a mixed-metal nanoparticle probe to
image AP oligomers and provide a definitive diagnosis of AD.
Nerve Degradation and the Correlation with Painful Diabetic Neuropathy
Presenter: Herschel Gupta
Advisor: Nirupa Jayaraj
Additional team members: Dr. Richard J. Miller
Location: Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University
Diabetes is a widely spread disease that affects millions of individuals around the globe. One of the main
symptoms that arise with the diagnoses of diabetes is a tingling sensation in the extremities. Although
the disease significantly impacts the lifestyle of individuals, little is known about the reasoning behind
this onset of pain. While previous studies have made efforts to understand the pain pathway, a larger
problem is arising. Painful Diabetic Neuropathy (PDN) originates in the periphery in the skin and the
increase in action fire potential synapses causes for the degradation of nerves within the epidermis. The
synapses fire too often, wearing out nerve endings and causing them to recede from the epidermis to
the dermis. In this study, we investigate this phenomenon with microscopic imaging. I aim to discover a
correlation with the onset of diabetes and the symptoms that are caused in relation to the pain
pathway. It was seen that mice with a high fat diet lost the presence of nerves in the epidermis, causing
the tingling sensation. While nerve endings were degenerating in mice with the high fat diet, the nerve
endings in mice with a regular diet remained constant. Thus, our results suggest that there is a
correlation between diabetes and diabetic neuropathy due to the degradation of nerves. This project is
a component to a larger investigation regarding the underlying mechanisms of PDN.
Targeting MLL Gene Expression using CRISPR/Cas9 to Reverse the Phenotypes of Cancer
Presenters: Sonya Gupta, Emily Hawker, and Shruthi Sundar
Advisor: Dr. Vandana Chinwalla
Location: IMSA
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Every year, around 12.7 million people around the world are diagnosed with cancer. The Mixed Lineage
Leukemia (MLL) gene, a global chromatin modulator, was first identified in acute aggressive forms of
childhood lekukemias. MLL normally regulates gene expression through histone methylation, but when
mutated its downstream targets may change, causing excessive replication, exacerbated cell growth,
and the formation of cancer. Past research has shown that normal MLL is important for the expression
of the cancer phenotype. This project aims to use the gene editing tool CRISPR/Cas9 to knock out MLL in
different cancer cell lines to reverse the phenotypes of cancer. The MLL-gRNA CRISPR construct was
designed to target the 5' end of genomic MLL to cause mutations and effectively knock it out.
Preliminary results indicated that knocking out MLL led to an increase in cell death. The effect of MLL
knockout will be evaluated in many other solid tumor lines in order to help establish MLL as a new
therapeutic target in cancer therapies.
Neurobehavioral Biomarkers as a Potential Gateway for Offsetting Early Coronary Heart Disease Risk
in Adolescents
Presenters: Sonya Gupta and Nabeel Rasheed
Advisors: Dr. Anna Varentsova & Dr. Lei Wang
Location: Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University
Neurological research has yet to fully link socioeconomic status (SES) disparities to Coronary Heart
Disease (CHD) risk. Numerous studies have attempted to show the relationship between adult CHD risk
and SES, but little is still known about adolescent CHD risk and the cerebral origins of these SES
disparities. We collected structural magnetic resonance imaging (T1MRI) data from a pool of 41
adolescents between the ages of 13 and 14. Using MRI software tools on computerized brain models,
we manually assessed 6,232 sub-cortical regions for 3.5+ million slices and associated their found
cerebral cortical thickness (CTh) and gray matter volume (GMV) biomarker values with adolescents’
respective SES scores. We used these associations to predict CHD risk in adolescents. We found SES to
be significantly positively correlated with cerebral CTh in the lingual gyrus, precentral gyrus, lateral
orbitofrontal, postcentral gyrus, superior parietal lobule, precuneus, entorhinal cortex, and middle
temporal gyrus. In addition, we found SES to be significantly positively correlated with cerebral GMV in
the medial orbitofrontal, supramarginal gyrus, and temporal pole. The results indicate that adolescent
SES is significantly positively correlated with several neurobehavioral biomarkers of CHD risk. These
findings trace adolescent SES to CHD risk, thus introducing neurobehavioral biomarkers as a gateway
into offsetting cardiovascular risk in adolescents.
Examining Change in Cancer Phenotypes by Mutating MLL Using CRISPR/Cas 9 System
Presenters: Goutam Gutta, Daniel Mwangi, and Shyam Sai
Advisor: Dr. Vandana Chinwalla
Location: IMSA
Cancer remains a major cause of death around the world despite the significant progress made through
research in targeted therapies and understanding of the biology of cancer. Mixed Lineage Leukemia
(MLL) gene is linked to various cancers but is especially known for causing a variety of childhood
leukemias. Also known as KMT2A, MLL is a chromatin modifier that modifies the chromatin structure via
its methyltransferase activity, controlling expression of genes involved in embryogenesis and
hematopoiesis. Alteration in MLL often leads to tumorigenesis due to misexpression of MLL-controlled
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HOX genes which may play a central role in oncogenesis. However, at least one copy of normal MLL is
shown to be necessary for tumorigenesis. We aim to utilize the gene-editing capabilities of CRISPR/Cas9
to knock out MLL in MCF-7 breast-cancer cells. We designed MLL-gRNA-CRISPR/Cas9 construct to target
mutations at the 5’ end of MLL genomic DNA to knock out the expression. The first transfection of MCF7 cells with our CRISPR/Cas9 construct, yielded a decrease in cell proliferation compared to the control.
Given these preliminary results, we aim to test CRISPR/Cas9 on various cancers in order to validate
MLL’s role as a cause for cancer.
The Origins of Modern Genocide: the Armenian Genocide, Russian Jewish Pogroms, and the Holocaust
Presenters: Aurora Harkleroad and Gary Yang
Advisor: Dr. Claiborne Skinner
Location: IMSA
Over the 20th century, the nature of genocide had become highly systematic and ideologically
motivated, setting modern genocide apart from the rest of history. This year marks the 100th
anniversary since the Armenian Genocide ended, and as we approach the 100 year marks of modern
genocide: reflection is necessary. To ensure the future safety of people everywhere, we must analyze
the past and work towards understanding genocide’s origins.
We chose to observe the Armenian Genocide, Russian Jewish Pogroms, and the Holocaust. From their
historical backgrounds, we were able to create categories of conditions that were predictive of violence.
These categories include: a rural vs urban conflict, stark education gaps, territorial disputes, an
economic and/or military crisis, and cultural differences (ethnicity, religion, language, etc.). This research
observes the ways in which governments utilized these factors and forces us to pause for a moment and
look at the current conditions we are facing today.
Striatal Input to the External Globus Pallidus in Parkinson’s Disease
Presenter: Darius Hong
Advisors: Dr. Savio Chan and Dr. Qiaoling Cui
Location: Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University
Convincing evidence indicates that pathological activity of the external globus pallidus (GPe), a nucleus
in the basal ganglia, contributes to the motor symptoms of movement disorders such as Parkinson’s
disease. The GPe’s activity is regulated by other basal ganglia structures, including the dorsal striatum
(dStr), which forms the principal inhibitory input to the GPe. Despite the clinical importance of the GPe
in motor disorders, there is limited information about the characteristics and functional impact of this
key innervation into the GPe by the dStr’s spiny projection neurons (SPNs). It is unknown how dStr input
from direct pathway SPNs (dSPNs) compares to that from the indirect pathway SPNs (iSPNs).
Furthermore, according to the classic basal ganglia circuitry model, it is expected that dopamine
depletion in Parkinson's disease (simulated with the addition of 6-OHDA) increases iSPN-GPe input,
which may contribute to the hypokinetic symptoms of Parkinson’s. Using cell-specific transgenic mice,
optical stimulation of striatopallidal axons and terminals within the GPe, and subsequent analysis of
stimulation-evoked quantal events, the electrophysiological characteristics of dStr-GPe input was better
understood in this study. This work revises our understanding of the striatopallidal pathway and
provides the foundation for future studies of the GPe’s function and dysfunction.
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Exploring Differential Methods for Determining Heading on a Moving Object
Presenters: Joseph Hutter, Advai Podduturi, and Gina Jiang
Advisor: Dr. Peter Dong
Location: IMSA
To maintain the orientation of an antenna on a moving object, particularly a boat, the instantaneous
heading of the object must be known. With a focus on simplicity and robustness, we implemented a
solution involving several GPS modules at set distances. We designed a method for heading
determination using a least-squares model on a regular N-gon. Using a computer-simulated model, we
chose a system of four GPS modules due to its advantage in accuracy and cost. We tested the leastsquares model and a simpler vector averaging model real time with a satellite connection at the
Brewster uplink station. In the future, more complex heading determination algorithms with different
module structures should be tested with comparison to the one presented in this paper.
Measuring Accelerator Beam Position Using Multi-Wire Chamber
Presenters: Spoorthi Jakka and Amahlia Su
Advisors: Dr. Jianming You
Location: Fermilab
Fermilab produces intense beams of high-energy neutrinos, particles that may hold the key to
understanding the universe and what matter is made up of. Various neutrino experiments are either
running or under planning; some aim to discover differences in neutrino and antineutrino interactions,
look for neutrinos from supernovae, or search for nucleon decay. Others will help answer some of the
most important scientific questions about neutrino masses, neutrino oscillations and the role neutrinos
may have played in the evolution of the universe. The position of the neutrino beam is critical in tuning
an accelerator to deliver neutrinos with proper energy and intensity. The multi-wire chamber detector is
one of the techniques that measures the beam profile and determines the center position and sigma of
the beam profile. The process involves data collection, transfer, analysis and statistical modeling and
calculation. In this project, Presenters are in the process of implementing a system that collects data
from the multi-wire chamber, calculates the mean and sigma, and displays these along with the profiles
of the beam.
The Portal Protein in Herpes Simplex Virus 1
Presenter: Radeesha Jayewickreme
Advisor: Dr. Greg Smith
Additional team members: Laura Ruhge and Caitlin Pegg
Location: Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University
Herpes viruses, including herpes symplex virus type 1 (HSV-1), are human pathogens of a significant
disease burden within the population. They are large, double-stranded DNA viruses with virions
comprised of four layers: envelope, tegument, capsid, and viral DNA. The herpesvirus capsid dynamically
interacts with viral and cellular proteins during multiple steps of the infectious cycle. The capsid selfassembles from six viral proteins with one unique vertex comprised of the portal protein encoded by the
gene UL6. It is thought that viral DNA is packaged and released through this portal. A current obstacle
exists in considering the study of this viral protein-- scientific studies have yet to achieve a successful
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incorporation of a functional tag within viral pUL6. Therefore, this project aims to determine the
possibility of introducing a peptide tag within pUL6, which would allow for a more focused analysis of
the viral protein during infection. We propose to introduce a small amino acid motif within UL6 that
upon substrate addition can catalyze a chemical reaction yielding a fluorescent signal, which can be
monitored in vitro. Through the incorporation of this catalytic motif, it is possible to exploit methods
such as click chemistry and high-resolution fluorescent microscopy to shed light on pUL6 function during
infection. Toward this aim, this project investigates regions of pUl6 which might tolerate modifications.
Based on the current literature and advances made possible through this study, putative sites for
incorporation of a tag within the sequence of pUL6 have been identified and will further be examined in
the context of infection.
Tracking Medium Earth Orbit Satellites on Mobile Apparatus using Differential GPS Systems
Presenters: Ryan Johnson & John Lin
Advisor: Dr. Peter Dong
Location: IMSA
The company Intelligent Designs LLC is the owner of a satellite that orbits the Earth approximately four
times a day. This satellite, known as the Omnispace F2 satellite (formerly known as the ICOF2 satellite),
is a medium earth orbit (MEO) satellite that is situated in an orbit which is at a 45º incline with respect
to the equator and 10,500 km from the earth. At the present time, no commercial products exist which
are capable of pointing an antenna at the spacecraft as it orbits the earth for the maximal duration, but
Intelligent Designs has designed a prototype apparatus that can track the ICOF2 satellite if it is at a given
location that is stationary relative to the surface of the Earth. We conducted research with the aim of
mounting this prototype antenna onto a mobile apparatus and modifying it to account for change in
both physical location and rotational orientation in order to point it at the ICOF2 satellite, exploring and
testing multiple approaches that utilized combinations of GPS and magnetometer systems to track linear
and rotational movement. While testing has yet to be completed, determining location and bearing
using a time differential method shows the most promise.
The Association of High Lipid Levels and Muscle Inflammation in Juvenile Dermatomyositis
Presenter: Arya Kadakia
Advisor: Dr. Lauren Pachman
Additional team members: Gabrielle Morgan
Location: Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children's Hospital of Chicago
Juvenile dermatomyositis (JDM) is an autoimmune disease that affects children with muscle
inflammation, weakness, and skin rashes. The main way to treat JDM is using corticosteroids and to
track the progression of the disease, the disease activity score (DAS) can be used. In a typical JDM
patient, the lipid levels are higher than in a normal, healthy child. The association between the high lipid
levels and JDM can be due to inflammation in muscles or due to the medications. In the study, data was
queried from the pediatric rheumatology clinic to form four treatment status groups; untreated
patients, patients with a low DAS on medication, patients with a high DAS on medication, and patients
that had completed treatment. From the lipid panel data given for each patient, four main lipids were
used in the study; cholesterol, high density lipoprotein (HDL), low density lipoprotein (LDL), and
triglycerides. Data for selected patients were sent to a biostatistician for statistical conclusions.
Preliminary results indicate that the high lipid levels do not relate directly to muscle inflammation. Still,
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further studies are necessary to determine if the lipid levels can be due to chronic inflammation or
therapy involved with JDM.
Examining Cytochrome P450 Reductase as a Drug Target against Human Schistosomiasis
Presenters: Meghana Kamineni, Katrina Kuhn, and Grace Ryan
Advisor: Dr. David Williams
Location: Rush University Medical Center
Schistosomiasis is a debilitating waterborne disease which affects 260 million people annually in
poverty-stricken regions in Africa, Southeast Asia, and South America. Three species of worm transmit
schistosomiasis in its larval stage through unsanitary water conditions. Only one drug, praziquantel,
exists to combat schistosomiasis, but due to the disease’s prevalence, drug resistance is expected to
develop soon. One protein that has been found to be essential to these worms’ pathology is cytochrome
p450 which, in humans, functions as a detoxifying agent. While its function in worms is currently
unknown, studies have shown that p450 is essential to the worm’s survival. Therefore, inhibiting its
reducing agent, cytochrome p450 reductase (CPR), may effectively kill the worm. To test CPR’s potential
as a drug target, our investigation aimed to characterize and understand its function in Schistosoma
mansoni, the species which accounts for 40% of schistosomiasis worldwide. Through amplification,
cloning, and sequencing, we have found that CPR in S. mansoni lacks a sequence found in the human
and other schistosomes’ CPR. This difference between S. mansoni and humans may prove very
important for CPR’s potential drug development, as the added sequence in the human CPR can prevent
the host proteins from being targeted when the drug acts on S. mansoni CPR.
How Chemical Speciation of Sn and Zn Control Their Biouptake by Microorganisms through Adsorption
of Zinc on Abrasives
Presenter: Ashritha Karuturi
Advisor: Dr. Jean-François Gaillard
Location: Northwestern University
Abstract redacted.
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Optimizing the Polysaccharide Production of Bacillus subtilis
Presenter: Theodora Khan
Advisor: Dr. Katherine Knight
Additional team members: Mae Kingzette
Location: Loyola University Chicago
The bacteria Bacillus subtilis secretes exopolysaccharide (EPS) as part of its biofilm formation. EPS has
been found to protect mice from colitis and other inflammatory processes induced by the mouse
pathogen Citrobacter rodentium. There is not much known about the chemical nature of EPS and the
goal of this project was to find the optimal growth conditions for EPS production by B. subtilis so it can
be readily purified free of contaminants for characterization under stringent biochemical analyses. The
growth characteristics of this bacterium were tested under various conditions to determine what
conditions would lead to the best bacterial growth in conjugation with high polysaccharide production.
Sulfuric acid assays were used to quantitate polysaccharide in samples taken from select time points
throughout growth curves. For characterization purposes, minimal medium Msgg was found to be ideal
for producing polysaccharide free of medium contaminants. Eight to twelve hours was found to be the
optimal growth time for Bacillus subtilis to produce EPS without cell lysis contributing intracellular
polysaccharide constituents.
Synthesizing Conjugated Polymers that Can Better Detect Nitroaromatic Compounds
Presenters: Theodora Khan and Corona Tsai
Advisor: Dr. John Thurmond
Location: IMSA
Conjugated polymers are organic macromolecules containing alternating double and single bonds. In
recent years, conjugated polymers have attracted considerable attention as chemosensory devices to
detect nitroaromatic compounds which are commonly found in explosives. The goal of our research is to
synthesize a conjugated polymer that will better detect nitroaromatic compounds by improving the
efficiency in the polymer's detection abilities. We are continuing our work from last year and are
currently in the final stages of synthesis. Synthesizing these new conjugated polymers can improve the
efficiency of explosives detection.
LIGO Parameter Estimation in 2018: The Effects of New Detectors and Better Sensitivity on
Determining the Parameters of GW150914
Presenter: Andrew Kim
Advisor: Dr. Vicky Kalogera and Scott Coughlin
Additional team members: Chris Pankow and Brandon Miller
Location: Northwestern University
Detecting gravitational waves has become a reality with GW150914 and will soon become a regular
occurrence. A new detector is currently being built in Japan called KAGRA and INDIGO in India has been
approved. A gravitational wave detector in Pisa, Italy, called VIRGO, will go online starting January 2017
and the current LIGO detectors in Hanford, Washington and Livingston, Louisiana will be upgraded by
2018. These enhancements along with the addition of more detectors should significantly improve the
ability to estimate the astrophysical parameters that affect a gravitational wave signal. Previous
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experiments have explored the potential of additional or upgraded detectors, but none have had the
opportunity to show the impact on a real signal.
Our investigation injected a simulated gravitational wave generated using parameters from the official
parameter estimation results from GW150914 into data simulated to match the predicted sensitivities
of KAGRA, VIRGO and the new LIGO detectors. Comparing the parameter estimation results of
GW150914 to those obtained in this analysis will demonstrate the astrophysics capable by LIGO in 2018.
An effect of these improvements is that parameters that have not been measurable before could
become significant. Another effect could be that uncertainties in key parameters such as the location in
the sky that the signal came from should drastically reduce to a smaller uncertainty measurable by a
telescope on Earth. The information collected will provide a better understanding of what exactly
interferometers could provide for parameter estimation in the future.

Exploring the Role of High Mobility Group Box 1 (HMGB1) Protein in Inflammatory Bowel Disease
Presenter: Rahuram Koganti
Advisor: Dr. Eugene Chang
Additional team members: Dr. Murat Eren
Location: University of Chicago
Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a group of diseases which affect the digestive tract. Over three
million people from the United States and Europe are afflicted with an IBD (Raffals, 2016). Ulcerative
colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD) are two such diseases that fall within the category of IBDs. While
the exact cause of these IBDs is unknown, scientists have pointed to genetics and the environment for
the onset of these illnesses. This review will explore the link between the gene High Mobility Group Box
Protein 1 (HMGB1) and IBDs. A theoretical experiment that could be utilized to discover if oxidative
stress is present within an organism and the implications it has in relation to IBDs is discussed.

A Computational Graph-Theory Approach to Analyzing the Spread of Epidemics
Presenters: Krishi Korrapati and Sushil Upadhyayula
Advisor: Dr. Jordan Hasler
Location: IMSA
This investigation utilized both the SIR (Susceptible, Infected, and Recovered) and SI models to
determine the progression of various diseases within blocks of a population. The constraints for
experiment, chosen comprehensively as possible considering practicality were gender, age, and location
(degrees of rural and urban both in the representative countries of each stage of the demographic
transition). The experimenters modeled viruses real time by manipulation of compartment variables and
transmission rates between them using Python, Java, and C#. A machine learning, neural network type
programming mechanism was used to mimic interactions. Network and graph theory as well as
differential equations were also used for modeling. Potentially implications include predicting disease
epidemiology and better understanding the influence of the different aforementioned variables
(compartments) in a population, useful especially in the event of an endemic.
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Love Independent Study
Presenters: Krishi Korrapati and Sneh Patel
Advisor: Dr. Devon Madon
Location: IMSA
In this year-long Independent Study, we have read and analyzed literature about romantic love from
many different cultures. In our studies, we have approached questions including: Why has love always
been integral to humanity? How do different cultures define love? Is there any agreement about what
love is across culture? How do modern definitions of love derive and deviate from those of the past? In
our presentation we will explain highlights from our research and share excerpts from authors including
Euripides, Plato, Rumi, Shakespeare, Austin, Neruda, Updike as well as contemporary sociological
research from Jonah Lehrer and Eric Klinenberg.
Longitudinal Processing of Subcortical and Cortical Structures of HIV Individuals Treated with
Antiretroviral Therapy
Presenter: Mounisha Kovour
Advisor: Dr. Lei Wang and Christine Paula Lewis-de los Angeles
Additional team members: Dr. Ann B. Ragin
Location: Northwestern University
HIV AIDS is a prevalent disease that affects about 1.2 million people just in the United Stated and about
36.7 million people worldwide. Since this disease can be transmitted directly from person to person it
affects many people. Though this is mainly seen as an immune system disease, there are also affects
that HIV has on the nervous system. In this project, the effects of HIV AIDS on the subcortical and
cortical structures of the brain can be studied for their deformations.
A drug called antiretroviral therapy (ART) has been being used on these individuals affected with HIV.
This experiment also studies the effect of ART on the deformations created by HIV in subcortical and
cortical structures of the brain. In order to view the MRI scans for these patients, Freeview, Freesurfer,
IvyView, and FSLDDMM were used. Specific locations of deformations were found in the brain and over
the two-year time point that was tested. From this project, new information was taken about the ART
along with the effects of HIV on the nervous system.
The Spread of Zika Virus using Mathematical Modeling and Epidemiology
Presenters: Mounisha Kovour and Igor Zhuravlov
Advisor: Dr. Jordan Hasler
Location: IMSA
The Zika Virus has been affecting people of three different age groups in over 40 different nations. In
2016 the outbreak affected a very wide population and in July, 93 million people were a risk of infection
of the virus in Latin America and South America. Mathematics can be used to model the spread of the
Zika virus by utilizing a compartmental model, known as the SIRQT model. By using this model to track
the spread of Zika, the population must be divided into a set of groups, Susceptibles, Infecteds,
Recovered, Quarantine, and Treatment. In this model the compartments are also separated based on
the different age groups that are affected by this virus. Since there is a limited amount of resources to
conduct a quarantine available, by modeling the spread of the Zika virus we can better understand what
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proportion of each age group being put in quarantine is optimal to curb the disease’s spread. Also, by
doing this we can learn what variables affect the spread of disease the most, and what measures can be
taken to prevent an epidemic. The results can help gain a better understanding of the spread of the Zika
virus.
The Entrochemical Device
Presenters: Priya Kumar, Ian Lesnik, Chayanne Petit, Julian Robinson, and Claudia Zhu
Advisor: Dr. Sanza Kazadi
Location: IMSA
The entrochemical system consists of an entrochemical device, which spontaneously generates and
maintains a thermal gradient through a spontaneous entropic and thermal process. The system can be
operated continually when enhanced with a solar chimney, which re-concentrates the solution used in
the entrochemical device. This study compares the performances of two different designs of
entrochemical distillers. The first design is a batch mode distiller and the second is a continuous flow
distiller, which is significantly smaller. The continuous flow distiller runs up to five times faster and
distills more water than the batch mode distiller. State of the art designs and results from both distillers
will be presented.
Detecting AB, ABO, APP, p-Tau, and t-Tau in Chick Retina
Presenter: Wasan Kumar
Advisor: Dr. William Klein and Kirsten Viola
Additional team members: Kristen Schuster
Location: Northwestern University
The purpose of this investigation was to detect AB (Amyloid beta), ABOs (Amyloid Beta Oligomers), APP
(Amyloid Precursor Protein), p-Tau, and t-Tau in the chick embryo retina. This would determine if the
chick embryo was suitable for Alzheimer’s disease research. In this investigation, chick eggs were
incubated for 12-13 days, after which they were dissected and the brain and retina were removed.
These were then homogenized and dotted triplicate onto nitrocellulose membrane strips. A dot blot was
performed on these strips, and the results were imaged using a Kodak imaging station. This process was
repeated multiple times with slight variations each time in order to result in the most optimal images.
The AB, ABOs, APP, p-Tau, and t-Tau were detected after performing a dot blot. This occurred after
determining that the lack of protein and excess of secondary antibody was causing a lack of detection.
To remedy this, a dot blot concentrator was used to increase protein levels, and the proper dilutions of
secondary antibody, 1.0 ug/mL NU2 and 1:40000 parts anti-rabbit, were determined.
Electrochemical Detection of Alpha-Melanocyte Stimulating Hormone Using Flow Injection Analysis
with Amperometric Detection
Presenter: Rebecca Lisk
Advisor: Dr. Greg Swain
Additional team members: Romana Jarosova
Location: Michigan State University
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The detection of pharmaceutical compounds, biomolecules, and chemicals plays a critical role in medical
care, drug development, and environmental testing. In this study, the analytical performances of two
novel materials, boron-doped nanocrystalline diamond (BDD) and nitrogen-incorporated tetrahedral
amorphous (ta-C:N) carbon, were compared using flow injection analysis with amperometric detection.
These electrodes offer potential improvements in the detection figures of merit as compared to
commonly used carbon electrodes. In this work, the background current, noise, and stabilization time
were evaluated as a function of the detection from 0.1 to 1.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The detection figures of
merit for the peptide, alpha-melanocyte stimulating hormone, were also evaluated in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer (pH 7.2) for the two electrodes. These figures of merit included the response reproducibility,
sensitivity, linear dynamic range, and limit of detection. Data reveal that the ta-C:N electrode exhibits
lower background current and noise at all potentials from 0.5 to 1.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl and a significantly
lower response variability in repeat injection assays than the BDD electrode. Replicate response curves
(n = 3) show equivalent limits of detection, linear dynamic ranges, and sensitivity, and reveals similar r2
values. These results indicate that both ta-C:N and BDD electrodes effectively detect α-MSH, and the taC:N electrode may be preferred due to its comparative inexpensiveness, versatility, and lower
variability.
The Effect of High Mobility Group Box 1 Protein on Oxidative Stress and Subsequent Type 2 Diabetes
in the Gut
Presenter: Amy Liu
Advisor: Dr. Eugene Chang
Additional team members: Dr. Jeannette Messer, Dr. Xiaorong Zhu, and Noelle Patno
Location: University of Chicago
The majority of glutathione, an important antioxidant, appears in the body in its reduced form (GSH),
with 10% appearing in its oxidized form of glutathione disulfide (GSSG). A deficiency in glutathione
results in oxidative stress and plays a major role in the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes. Furthermore,
oxidative stress is an important cause of intestinal epithelial cell death. High mobility group box 1
protein (HMGB1) has been shown to mitigate disease and inhibit apoptosis. This investigation sought to
determine the effect of HMGB1 on oxidative stress in the gut to determine HMGB1’s role in the
pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes. The oxidative stress of HMGB1 f/f and HMGB1 f/f vil-CRE mice was
measured using a GSH/GSSG ratio assay kit on ileal mucosal scrapings, cecal contents, stoop samples,
and tissue taken from the liver. Future investigations could investigate the role of HMGB1 in conjunction
with diet by also using mice that are fed either a high fat diet or a regular chow diet.
Examining Contact Line Pinning and the Coffee-Ring Effect
Presenter: Albert Lu
Advisor: Dr. Sidney Nagel
Additional team members: Dr. Nicholas Schade
Location: The James Frank Institute, University of Chicago
When a drop of coffee dries on a solid surface, it leaves a dense, ring-like deposit along the perimeter.
Coffee which is initially distributed throughout the drop ends up concentrated at the edge. There
already exist theoretical explanations for this effect but they rely on the contact line of the drop
remaining fixed (pinning) and the contact angle decreasing while the droplet evaporates. This is at odds
with the prediction of the Young equation which suggests that contact angle should remain constant
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while the contact line shrinks. In order to better understand when and why contact lines pin and thus
when the coffee-ring effect will be observed, we will examine how much the contact angle of a drop
changes during evaporation with varying evaporation speeds and solute concentrations.
Study of the Magnetosphere of Earth
Presenter: Nikhil Madugula
Advisor: Dr. Jay Ansher
Location: Illinois State University
We investigate a ten-hour period of data from the GEOTAIL spacecraft with the hope of understanding
the portion of the Earth’s magnetotail that the spacecraft encountered on September 17, 1993. By
studying the magnetic field measurements (magnitude and components), along with electron flux from
other instruments on the spacecraft, we speculate about the time periods that GEOTAIL was in
particular regions of the magnetotail. Periods of time where the magnetic field is strong and radial are
identified as when the spacecraft was in the lobes of the magnetotail. Times with low magnetic field
magnitude and/or radial component reversal indicate the spacecraft encountered the central neutral
sheet. Data from other instruments measuring particle flux are used to support these arguments.
An Improved Initialization Approach to the K-Means Clustering Algorithm
Presenter: Esther Mathew
Advisor: Dr. Jon Jung-Woon Yoo
Location: Bradley University
Cluster analysis is a method in data analysis used to group data points with similar characteristics. Kmeans clustering is a widely-used algorithm to sort data using a prototype which was, in this case, the
mean of all the data points in a cluster. Throughout this project, a better way to initialize data points
into clusters before applying the algorithm was investigated. After programming the improved algorithm
in Visual Basic for Applications and applying it to the Abalone data set, it was found that the proposed
algorithm was 64.7% faster than the basic algorithm. However, the quality of the clusters was of a
slightly lesser quality as shown by the sum of square distances to cluster centroid. Therefore, a huge
area of future research in this project would be to test this improved initializer on other clustering data
sets and adapting the algorithm to improve the accuracy and quality of outputted clusters. Cluster
analysis is a concept with applications in every field using data analysis, therefore, finding improved
algorithms to complete this process is crucial to our understanding of almost every aspect of our world.
Automated Modeling of Item Difficulty on Critical Reading Tests
Presenter: Rebecca Mathew
Advisor: Dr. Kirk Becker
Location: Pearson VUE
Previous studies show that several factors may affect the difficulty of reading comprehension questions,
often related to their semantic or syntactic properties. However, the accurate prediction of item
difficulty is still a challenge for the testing community. With more accurate models, test developers can
produce items more efficiently, which will reduce costs, improve accuracy of skills measurement, and
free up human labor for more valuable purposes. This study used primarily natural language processing
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to extract linguistic variables from passages and items of the Law National Aptitude Test (LNAT), and
constructed multiple linear regression models and mixed effects models to analyze the significance of
these variables. It found that models using only subject matter expert ratings performed equally as well
as models using only variables gained through natural language processing, although neither are very
accurate. A combination of the two did not improve the model’s accuracy. Regardless, this is promising,
because it shows that computer modeling of difficulty is reaching similar performance to models with
subject matter expert ratings. It has implications in the testing world, because it suggest that item
difficulty prediction could eventually become automatic, which would improve the efficiency of the item
development process.
Searching for Primordial Black Holes and Other Exotic Dense Objects
Presenter: Mishelle Mironov
Advisor: Dr. James Annis
Additional team members: John DeMastri
Location: Fermilab
Dark matter is nonluminous material in the universe that is only known to interact through gravity, but
may also interact via the weak or strong force. Although it is widely hypothesized that dark matter is
weakly interacting massive particles, the recent detection of merging black holes by LIGO has brought
forth the idea that dark matter takes the form of Primordial Black Holes (PBHs). If PBHs are found to
exist in sufficient quantities, they might provide the additional mass necessary to explain the rotation
speeds of galaxies and thus explain dark matter. The most convincing way to test arguments for or
against dark matter candidates is through their direct detection. A methodology for detecting faint
objects in the galactic halo is fortunately provided by gravitational microlensing. Microlensing occurs
when a deflector mass like a star or black hole passes through the line of sight between an observer and
a light source, forming an Einstein ring. In this investigation, we are focusing on searching for
microlensing in Dark Energy Survey (DES) data to detect 10-100 Msolar black holes and place limits on
their space density. This summer we will determine the microlensing detection efficiency of the DES
data to check whether our current non-detections of microlensing from objects in this mass range are
significant or not.
Muon g-2 Shimming in Relation to NMR Probes and Data Storage
Presenter: Mishelle Mironov
Advisor: Dr. Brendan Kiburg
Location: Fermilab
In the most recent measurement of the muon’s magnetic anomalous moment at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL), a three standard deviation discrepancy was found between its measured and
predicted value. The experiment will be repeated at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) with
four times more precision to prove whether physics beyond the Standard Model is responsible for the
observed difference. The high precision measurement requires the muon g-2 magnetic field to be made
as homogeneous as possible by applying thousands of iron shims along the steel pole pieces that shape
the field. This multitude of shims, however, is hard to catalogue and generates significant gradients for
the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) probes that measure the field. Data on shimming components
was transferred to a MySQL database where it could be optimally stored and analyzed. Acceptable free
induction decay (FID) signals from the probes were produced by placing gratings of iron strips on pole
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surfaces. This will make the g-2 measurement more sensitive to virtual particles and forces, including
those that may be currently undiscovered.
Drug Discovery for the Treatment of Heart Failure
Presenters: Rishi Modi & Caitlin O’Callaghan
Advisor: Dr. J. Andrew Wasserstrom
Location: Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University
Heart failure (HF) affects about 6 million adults in the United States each year. However, the cellular
mechanisms of developing HF are poorly understood which hinders the development of treatment. The
purpose of this investigation was to further research the correlation between T-tubule density and the
development of HF. Left ventricle myocytes of both HF and normal hearts were sliced into 2D images
using confocal microscopy. Using AutoTT, the 2D images were analyzed to quantify the T-tubule and
cytosolic areas. This data was then compiled to determine the total T-tubule volume in each cell. The
findings demonstrate that HF myocytes have a lower T-tubule volume than normal cells, indicating that
the loss of T-tubules is correlated with HF. When observing the images, it was noted that HF myocytes
had localized T-tubule loss. Therefore, Matlab was used to investigate the range of T-tubules throughout
the cell by calculating the the distance of each pixel to the closest T-tubules. To better understand the
results of T-tubule loss, action potentials were also examined to investigate how malfunction in the
heart’s electrical system can induce arrhythmia.
Finding Memory Retrieval Pathways in Epileptic Patients Using Depth Electrodes
Presenter: Sruti Mohan
Advisor: Dr. Vernon Leo Towle
Location: University of Chicago
Epilepsy is a neurological condition of recurrent seizures as caused by changes in the structure of the
brain, brain infection or disease, stroke, or genetic reasons. This study focuses on the determining areas
of the brain that are active during memory retrieval, as seen through a long term memory test used on
epileptic patient. By using data from a language study that consisted of a Long Term Memory Test, EEG
files were obtained and analyzed using a Neuroscan program. Of the 6 patients analyzed, 3 patients
showed significant activation patterns. All of the activation occurred in the temporal lobe, suggesting
that when patients search for information already processed they have to go through the temporal
areas to reach the information. The data demonstrates there is a difference in the processing, storage,
and retrieval of memory.
Exception Handling in Java Programs
Presenter: Melissa Mu
Advisor: Dr. Shan Lu
Additional team members: Haopeng Liu
Location: University of Chicago
This project looked at the exceptions used in Java programs, specifically throws and catches. When
something unexpected occurs during program execution, the throw block triggers an exception and the
catch block responds to the exception in a variety of ways, such as long chain recovery attempts or
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printing an error message. Exception handling is widely used and crucial to all Java programs because
they help keep server applications, web applications, and desktop applications running smoothly for all
users. In my project, I wrote Python scripts to analyze code repositories of widely used open-source Java
projects, trying to obtain a detailed understanding of how exception handlings are conducted in
practice. I first counted and compared the density and size of exception handling code across different
components and different versions within one software project, and then across different projects. After
that, I will try to categorize exception handling code based on their structural and functional patterns -different exceptions can be thrown and caught based upon the purpose/nature of the exception. This
research will provide valuable information regarding the exception handling in Java programs and
provide guidance to future research on improving software reliability.
Searching for the Ninth Planet: Studying the Characteristics of the Trans-Neptunian Object DeeDee
Presenter: Jack Mueller
Advisor: Dr. Douglas Tucker
Additional team members: Dr. William Wester
Location: Fermilab
Trans-Neptunian Objects (TNOs) represent the final frontier in research of the solar system. One
recently discovered object, nicknamed “DeeDee” by researchers, has unusual orbit characteristics which
could suggest the plausibility of a ninth planet the size of Neptune beyond the Kuiper Belt. This ongoing
investigation aims to determine the characteristics of DeeDee via analyzing the photometric spectrum of
DeeDee and comparing it to similar TNOs. To maximize the accuracy of the study, scripts were created
which compared the focal response across the Dark Energy Camera's focal plane in order to generate
precise values of how the filter system affects the object since the photometry is done using the Dark
Energy Camera's filter system. Thus far, the object appears to be unlike that of any of the other Trans
Neptunian objects scientists have encountered.
Effects of Pitch and Intonation on Vocal Perception
Presenter: Abigail Munsen
Advisor: Dr. Alan C.L. Yu
Additional team members: Hantao Wang
Location: University of Chicago
In the courtroom, how words are said can be just as important as what words are said. Perceptions of
vocal characteristics influence outcomes of Supreme Court cases. Just from a voice sample, people
create ideas of a person as more or less aggressive, attractive, confident, intelligent, trustworthy, and
masculine. We are studying what characteristics of speech, such as differences in pitch and intonation,
lead to different perceptions of that speech in a courtroom setting, using voice files from the SCorpus
project and human ratings of vocal characteristics in those files.
Effects of Functional Electrical Stimulation Cycling on the Physiological Functions, Walking
Performance, and Body Composition of Persons with Severe Multiple Sclerosis
Presenter: Irisa Myint
Advisor: Dr. Lara Pilutti
Location: University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
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Advanced MS patients experience severe ambulatory impairments and require specialized exercise
equipment. One option is functional electrical stimulation (FES) cycling, which electrically stimulates leg
muscles to elicit movement on the leg-ergometer. Methods/Design: The randomized controlled trial
recruited 11 people with severe MS (EDSS 6.0-6.5). Participants were randomized into either the FES
cycling condition or the passive cycling condition in which electrical stimulation was not delivered, but
the leg ergometer were controlled by a motor. The intervention was delivered 3 times/week for 12
weeks. Participants’ walking speed, endurance, and agility were assessed through mobility tests, and
body composition was measured using dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). Results: Body
composition remained stable over the 3-month period. The passive cycling group had a moderate
increase in time taken to walk 25 feet and a moderate decrease in distance travelled during a 2-minute
walk test. The passive cycling group had a moderate to large decrease in oxygen used during exercise
(VO2), time to exhaustion, and work rate. The only significant difference for the FES group was a large
increase in peak flexor strength. Small changes between baseline and final testing may be attributed to
the small sample size (n=11) and short training period.
The Role of Hedgehog/ GLI in T-cell Lymphoma
Presenter: Naomi Nakajima
Advisor: Dr. Sherine Elsawa
Additional team members: Marilyn Chakkalamuri and Jason Misurelli
Location: Northern Illinois University
This experiment was performed to determine the role of the Hedgehog (HH) signalling pathway and
transcription factors GLI, specifically GLI 1, 2, and 3, in T-cell lymphoma. Using this knowledge we
determined which drugs- both alone and in combination- were most effective as therapies. Lymphoma
is an aggressive form of cancer that occurs after the abnormal growth of white blood cells called
lymphocytes. There are two main types of lymphocytes that can develop into lymphomas: Blymphocytes (B-cells) and T-lymphocytes (T-cells). This project focused on T-cell lymphoma (TCL).
Different drugs were used individually on 7 different TCL cell lines including GANT 61, Ibrutinib,
Bortezomib, Cyclopamine, Romidepsin, Panobinostat (LBH). Combinations were also tested: GANT with
Ibrutinib, GANT with Bortezomib, GANT with Romidepsin, and GANT with LBH. This was done to
determine the effects of inhibiting aspects of the HH signalling pathway and whether combining
treatments decreased cell proliferation. This was done through XTT proliferation assay, RNA isolation
and quantification, cDNA synthesis, and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). These were used to study TCL
cell proliferation and the effects of hH gene expression in the cells. The results showed reduced cell
proliferation when using GANT 61 or Romidepsin as a treatment.
Role of Pyocyanin, a Secreted Virulence Factor of Pseudomonas aeurignosa, in Respiratory Epithelial
Cell Functions
Presenters: Pranav Narayanan and Maddi Swanagan
Advisor: Dr. Viswanathan Natarajan
Location: University of Illinois at Chicago
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA) is a rod-shaped gram negative bacterium that is associated with lung
infection of humans with compromised host-defense such as cystic fibrosis. PA secretes proteins,
lipopolysaccharides and virulence factors such as pyocyanin (PCN) that modulate host cell signal
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transduction and immune responses. PCN mediates its cellular effects via reactive oxygen species (ROS)
production in host cells. However, molecular mechanism(s) of PCN-induced ROS production are not well
understood. In this study, we will address PCN mediated regulation of ROS via MAPK signaling and
activation of NADPH Oxidase (NOX) proteins in bronchial epithelium. Specifically, the role of PCN on ROS
generated by mitochondria, NOX2 and NOX4 and endoplasmic stress will be determined using cellular
and molecular approaches. In addition, the role of PCN-induced ROS on epithelial barrier integrity and
secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines will be investigated using bronchial epithelial cells in culture.
These planned studies will provide new and novel information on PCN-mediated cellular responses in
host immune responses in the bronchial epithelium.

A Fusion of Computer Science Education with Law and Biology
Presenters: Sagar Nattuvetty and Akash Palani
Advisor: Dr. Robert Sloan
Location: University of Illinois at Chicago
Increasing diversity in the booming field of computer science has long been a goal of educators. At
Harvey Mudd College, interdisciplinary courses combining computer science and biology had a level of
success. The goal of the project conducted at the University of Illinois at Chicago was to create two new
classes taught in the 2016-2017 school year, one Computer Science and Biology class, and one Computer
Science and Law class. For the most part, we did not observe a significant increase in terms of racial or
gender diversity, although there was a slight increase in Hispanic and African American enrollment in the
law section. We also found that factors including difficulty of the course seem to have an impact on
continued interest in computer science.

Effect of an Electronic Health Record Screen and Treatment Pathway on Pediatric Sepsis Outcomes
Presenter: Jill Nelson
Advisor: Dr. Elizabeth Alpern
Location: Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago
Pediatric sepsis is a common and serious blood bacterial infection that can lead Multiple Organ
Dysfunction Syndrome and death. Previous studies associate early recognition and treatment with
increased patient outcomes, yet the optimal treatment protocol for pediatric patients is not always
followed. In September 2015, Lurie Children’s Hospital implemented an electronic screening record and
treatment pathway in their Emergency Department according to Goldstein criteria for pediatric sepsis.
This pathway helps recognize patients at risk for or with confirmed sepsis, alerts healthcare providers,
and prompts appropriate treatment with fluid boluses, IV antibiotics, transfer to the Intensive Care Unit.
This is a cross-sectional study utilizing patient charts to determine the optimal specificity and sensitivity
of the screening process and the effect it has on improved patient outcomes. We compared the
electronic health records of patients treated with the newly established sepsis protocol (in monthly time
intervals) against those treated prior to the institutional initiation of the screening tool and treatment
pathway. The goal of this study is to determine the effect of the electronic screening process and
treatment pathway on the clinical outcomes of pediatric patients with sepsis in order to decrease the
occurrence of organ dysfunction, morbidity, and mortality.
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Optimization of Ceramic Water Filters for the Developing World
Presenters: Hieu Nguyen, Cassandra Parent, and Colette Vacha
Advisor: Dr. Mark Carlson
Additional team members: Manny Hernandez (Emeritus faculty, NIU)
Location: IMSA
The goal of this project is to create a porous ceramic water filter for families in the developing world in
need of sanitary water. Estimates put this number at nearly a billion people. Our targets include a
bacterial kill rate of 99%, a flow rate of 2 L/hr, and an annualized user cost of $20. Filter composition
was varied in terms of the volume ratio of clay to sawdust, ranging from 1:1 to 9:13. After firing they
were painted with a silver nanoparticle solution. Filters 0.10 to 0.15 m in diameter and 0.005 to 0.015 m
thick were attached to 4” PVC pipe which supported solutions of Escherichia coli, initially 0.25 to 0.50 m
in height. Preliminary results show that the filter with the highest flow that maintains the target kill rate
has a 9:11 clay to sawdust ratio. A 0.15 m diameter disc 0.01 m thick of that composition yielded a kill
rate better than 99% with a flow rate of 2.8 L/hr when the initial fluid height was 0.35 m. Further
experimentation will aim to replicate the preliminary results. Additionally, we are looking to make the
process more efficient by creating a press for the filters. While the retail material costs sum to only half
of our budgeted amount, we wish to lower them further to allow for labor and distribution expenses in
our target value.
Modeling the Forward Distribution to Replicate and Predict Market Prices for Options
Presenter: Anmol Nigam
Advisor: Tom Norwood
Location: TransMarket Group, Chicago
Abstract redacted.
Borrowing Stocks using the Options Market in Brazil
Presenter: Anmol Nigam
Advisor: Thomas Xu
Location: TransMarket Group, Chicago
Abstract redacted.
Treating Heart Failure by Inhibiting PLCB-1 in Rat Ventricular Cardiomyocytes
Presenter: Vainius Normantas
Advisor: Dr. J. Andrew Wasserstrom
Location: Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University
One of the most prevalent chronic heart diseases in the United States, heart failure is the process
wherein heart muscles slowly function worse until the heart fails. Many believe heart failure is caused
by the loss of the T-tubule structures which are attacked as a result of the activation of PLCB-1. We are
looking to find a compound which will prevent the activation of PLCB-1. We used auto TT analysis in
order to examine the effectiveness of Compound 4 (C4) in cardiomyocytes treated with C4. We used a
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confocal microscope to image treated and untreated cells to see T-tubule structural integrity levels.
However, the results indicate that C4 requires further testing since it does not seem to produce a
sensible dose-response curve.

Characterization of Beta Arrestin Induced CXCR4 Internalization after Treatment with Novel Small
Molecule Ligands
Presenter: Yuri Oh
Advisor: Dr. Richard Miller
Additional team members: Brittany Hopkins
Location: Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University
Chemokines are traditionally known for their roles in the inflammatory response although we now
understand that they are also important in a wide variety of physiological and developmental processes
A particular chemokine named stromal derived factor 1 (SDF-1) or CXCL12 and its cognate receptor
CXCR4 plays a role in a number of biological processes such as embryonic development, stem cell
migration, inflammation, and is associated with several diseases. CXCR4 is important in cancer
metastasis and acts as a co-receptor for HIV-1 entry into cells. The CXCR4 receptor is a potential
therapeutic target for a variety of diseases. Potential approaches to this aim could include the synthesis
of novel small molecule and synthetic peptide ligands. There are a wide variety of small molecule and
peptide antagonists for CXCR4 because inhibition of CXCR4 could be helpful for preventing HIV-1
infectivity. The discovery of effective small molecule agonists could be useful in helping to mobilize stem
cell populations for transplant purposes, have useful effects in cancer biology and a host of other
interesting possibilities. In order to understand the pharmacological properties of these small molecule
agonists, a variety of assays such as cell internalization imaging is used characterize their molecular
potential.

Entrochemical Systems
Presenters: Deborah Amarachi Chiemelie Okoli and Nabeel Rasheed
Advisor: Dr. Sanza Kazadi
Additional team members: Claudia Zhu
Location: IMSA
The entrochemical system consists of an entrochemical device, which spontaneously generates and
maintains a thermal gradient through a spontaneous entropic and thermal process. The system can be
operated continually when enhanced with a solar chimney, which re-concentrates the solution used in
the entrochemical device. The thermal gradient can then be applied in a distiller, daisy chained to create
a large heating/cooling device, or used to generate electricity. One major issue that remains is that the
entrochemical device still depends on a vacuum pump to operate, which uses fossil fuels and restricts its
use in locations that have a large power supply. Our piston device solves this problem and allows for
more efficient off-grid power generation virtually anywhere in the world. State of the art device and
results for this device’s use on the entrochemical device will be presented.
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Using GPS data as a Measure of Community Mobility among Individuals with Lower Extremity Orthotic
Devices
Presenter: Colin O’Reilly
Advisor: Chaithanya Mummidisetty
Additional team members: Dr. Arun Jayaraman
Location: Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago
Often, people afflicted with neurological, neuromuscular, or orthopedic impairments such as spinal cord
injury, multiple sclerosis, stroke, or trauma are prescribed a knee-ankle-foot orthosis (KAFO) for walking.
KAFOs, however, cause abnormal gait and extended use leads to chronic pain among other problems.
Other orthotic devices, specifically the stance controlled orthotic device (SCO) and the microprocessor
controlled C-brace, have sought to improve both gait and physiological energy efficiency. Another topic
of interest in determining the efficacies of these devices is community mobility, or, how and where
people using these devices go within their communities. To measure this, GPS sensors were used to
track consenting subjects for 1 month periods while the subject used each device. In addition to GPS
sensors, accelerometers were also used to help eliminate non-walking periods of travel from the
analysis. The study found that subjects spent more time at home when using the KAFO, but no other
trends were established in this study. The analysis was limited by the small number of subjects in
addition to the possible effects of weather on the data. As the study continues, more subjects will be
tested and the effects of seasonal changes will be considered as more data is collected.
The Function of gD and gD-Fc in Relation to Herpes Simplex Virus Entry and Fusion
Presenters: Dhara Patel and Yeeun Paik
Advisor: Dr. Deepak Shukla
Additional team members: Dinesh Jaishankar
Location: University of Illinois at Chicago
The Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV), known as herpes, is a part of the herpesviridae family. There are
glycoproteins on the surface of HSV. These glycoproteins are activated with their receptors on the cell
surface causing the viral particles to sure into the cells and get endocytosed by the host cells. This
investigation was conducted to figure out how exactly gD, a HSV glycoprotein, worked in human corneal
epithelial (HCE) cells. Using morphology imaging and Western blots, our results show that gD alone was
not able to travel outside the cell, but with the Fc attached to the gD, which yielded gD-Fc, the gD was
able to travel to the outside of the cell. This suggests that HSV may have a mechanism similar to Fc in
the fusion process to help the virus spread to other cells. This also may suggest that gD plays a role in
the fusion process more than the entry.
Identifying Aβ Oligomers Species (AßOs) and pTau in Transgenic mice with Alzheimer’s
Presenter: Shrey Patel
Advisor: Dr. Erika Cline
Additional team members: Dr. William Klein, Kirsten Viola, Anthea Weng, and Adrian Bebenek
Location: Northwestern University
In the field of Alzheimer's Disease (AD), there is great debate about the role of Aβ Oligomers Species
(AßOs) and pTau in the pathogenesis of AD, a progressive neurodegenerative disease. Since there is still
ambiguity about the pattern of AßO buildup in correlation with other pathological events associated
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with AD, it is important to study the formation and onset of AD in mice. This study analyzed the brain
tissue of transgenic mice (FAD5x, wide type) with respect to age (3, 6, and 9 months) and gender (male
and female) to measure AßO levels in the progression of AD. With the use of biochemical methods such
as dot blots, brain tissues were studied to determine and quantify the presence of AßOs to correlate
with pTau buildup and neuron dysfunction. The results will be presented at IMSAloquium and the role
and quantification of AßOs and pTau in mice brains will be discussed.

Using UAS to Collect and Identify Pollen and Dispersal Patterns
Presenter: Sriram Rajagopal and Kayla Raflores
Advisor: Dr. Chuck Cannon
Additional team members: Lane Scher and Dr. Chai-Shian Kua
Location: Morton Arboretum
Abstract: To better understand the dispersal patterns of airborne pollen, of which research and
information is scarce, we want to design an unmanned aircraft system (UAS) for aerial sampling of
pollen, spores and other particles to precisely determine the quantity and type of airborne objects at
different altitudes and distances for a focal tree. Understanding dispersal patterns will help predict how
plants will respond to climate change. Unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) have been utilized to conduct
research involving airborne spore samples, which have been essential for pollen-related studies;
however, most spore samples are taken two meters above the ground at the highest. Conventional
spore traps are not adept in gathering data in the canopies of tree crops several meters above the
ground. Unlike traditional methods, we will collect measurements of pollen at precise locations around
the crown of the tree. We will build a device to attach to the drone that will either carry a slide
mechanism that closes aerodynamically, open and close remotely, or close as it rotates. Collection
methods include petroleum jelly, tape, fuchsin jelly, or paper. We want to use drones to collect and
detect airborne pollen, such that the pollen can be identified and quantified.

The Difference between PTEN, EC-Confetti, and STIM1 Mice through Genotyping
Presenter: Abinaya Ramakrishnan
Advisor: Dr. Dolly Mehta
Location: University of Illinois at Chicago
With molecular biology starting to focus more on specific mechanisms and mutations, different types of
mice are being generated. The question, thus arises, how to differentiate between these mice. Previous
studies indicate the mechanisms behind breeding and creating certain specific- gene targeting -mice.
However, there are few cost effective methods that are available in order to check whether mice have
or lack certain genes. In this investigation I examined 3 different mice. This research was significant
because PTEN mice, EC-Confetti, and STIM1 mice, and creating variations of them with Cre, can help
people to better understand vascular biology. With the tails of the mice, I isolated the DNA and ran PCR
and electrophoresis. The agarose blot provided us with information about the mouse- whether it was
homozygous or heterozygous – which is important for us to differentiate between mice and find lineage.
Further studies should be continued to learn more about other EC specific genes, and their genotyping
over generations.
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Mitochondrial DNA Oxidative Damage May Predict Cancer Risk: The Normative Aging Study
Presenters: Abinaya Ramakrishnan and Lewis Oh
Advisor: Dr. Lifang Hou
Additional team members: Yinan Zheng
Location: Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University
Oxidative stress (OS) in response to intra- and extracellular environmental stress can induce
carcinogenic mechanisms such as DNA damage and defective DNA repair. 8-hydroxy- 2’deoxyguanosine
(8-OHdG), an oxidized nucleoside of DNA, is a marker of oxidative stress and has previously been
measured in tissue samples only after cancer diagnosis. In this study, we examined the prospective and
retrospective association between mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) 8-OHdG in blood leukocytes and cancer
risk. Our study population included a total of 443 participants in the Normative Aging Study who had
blood drawn during 1-3 visits (mean follow up 9.0 years), prior to cancer diagnosis. We used
retrospective analysis with mixed linear regression to determine whether OS levels differed by cancer
status, and survival analysis with Cox model to examine associations between OS levels and cancer risk.
Based on retrospective analysis, participants that eventually developed cancer had 2% less
mitochondrial oxidative stress than their cancer- free counterparts (p=0.04). Survival analysis showed
that for every 0.1 unit of increase in mitochondrial oxidative stress, cancer risk decreased by 23%
(p=0.01). Further analysis revealed a positive association between mtDNA OS and activation of tumor
suppressor genes (OGG1 and SIRT3) in the base-excision repair pathway which has been associated with
reduced cancer risk. Out study suggests that mtDNA OS in leukocytes could be a potential biomarker for
early cancer detection and prevention.
The Effect of MBEH and 4-TBP on Nevomelanocyte Viability and Pigmentation
Presenter: Pranesh Ravichandran
Advisor: Dr. I. Caroline Le Poole
Additional team members: Steven Henning and Emilia Dellacecca
Location: Loyola University
Congenital nevi are pigmented moles on the skin that can develop into melanoma, a malignant type of
skin cancer. Minimally invasive treatment is needed to replace surgery in the case of pervasive
congenital nevi. It was proposed that tyrosine analogs can be used to treat nevi and prevent cancer
formation. Specifically, monobenzyl ether of hydroquinone (MBEH) has been used to treat vitiligo, an
autoimmune skin disease that produces depigmentation, by inducing melanocyte necrosis, and 4tertiary butyl phenol (4-TBP) has been demonstrated to produce apoptosis of melanocytes in
cytotoxicity studies. These analogs are proposed to have a similar effect on nevomelanocytes but have
not yet been tested. This project aims to test their effectiveness in vitro and ex vivo so that future
treatment may be improved.
Sleep Hygiene Education in the Work Place
Presenter: Sofia Rhode
Advisor: Dr. Sarah N. Zallek
Location: OSF Saint Francis Medical Center
About 50 million Americans do not get adequate sleep, leading to dangerous and unproductive
conditions in workplace. Much of this sleep deprivation is a result of poor sleep hygiene, or routine sleep
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habits and environment. The purpose of this study is to gauge the success of a Sleep Hygiene
Educational Module on employees of the OSF Saint Francis Medical Center in Peoria, Illinois. Subjects
complete a baseline survey describing their current sleep quality. Half complete the educational module,
while the other half complete a “sham” module with no educational content. After two to four weeks,
subjects are given an identical survey to gauge changes in sleep hygiene and quality. The educational
module could be implemented into employee training materials in order to improve their quality of life,
workplace conditions, and overall hospital efficiency.

SENSEI-Panama: Visualizing and Analyzing GPS Data on the Island of Barro Colorado Using Machine
Learning
Presenter: Shyam Sai
Advisor: Dr. Andrew Johnson
Additional team members: James Hwang and Jillian Aurisano
Location: Electronics Visualization Laboratory, University of Illinois at Chicago
This project was created to visualize, model, and analyze animal movement on the Island of Barro
Colorado. Using the longitude, latitude, and heights of 23 animals over the span of 3 months, this
project was able to create several 2D visualizations. One, a map, showed the longitude and latitude
movement of the animals, with a user interface to select animal, species, or time span. The second, a
line chart, showed the height of the animals over time, with checkboxes to select animal and species.
The two 2D visualizations were analyzed by eye, with interesting parts noted. The computer language
Mathematica was then brought in to apply machine learning to the data, to predict animal movement
and classify data into different species. Artificial Intelligence was then successfully used to classify and
predict species and location of the animals by using the data provided for each animal.

The DNA Cleaving Properties of Enediyne Coated Carbon Paper Treated in UV Light and Heat
Presenter: Abhinav Sharma
Advisor: Dr. Dipanjan Pan
Location: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
The wastewater from hospitals contains many hazardous materials such as antibiotic, genetic material,
and bacteria. It is essential to treat this wastewater fully by removing all of this hazardous material
before it enters aquatic environments or is in contact with humans. Enediyne is a class of small molecule
that can cleave DNA in tumors by formation of biradical. We tested enediyne in a hospital wastewater
application to optimize the cleaving of the genetic material found in hospital wastewater. We placed
enediyne on carbon coated paper and then tested the success of DNA cleavage under both Heat and UV
light exposure through the gel electrophoresis process. The process was adjusted until optimal DNA
cleaving had occurred. The results showed that while both Heat and UV light activated enediyne
resulting in DNA cleavage, UV Light was the more effective activator of enediyne and thus attained more
success in DNA cleavage. Therefore, enediyne can be used as a treatment option to destroy the
hazardous genetic material in hospital waste waters.
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Molecular Modeling and Stability Calculations of Loaded Anthocyanins and their Complexes in
Catharanthus roseus
Presenter: Shivani Sharma
Advisor: Dr. Jayaraj Alappat
Location: Ball Horticulture Company
Anthocyanins are pigments produced by the flowers, fruits, and leaves of plants. These molecules can
give plants their color, and are stabilized successively by glycosylation and acylation reactions.
Catharanthus roseus is the model organism for studying the effects of these reactions in the sun, as C.
roseus flowers lighten when exposed to sunlight due to the decomposition of unstable anthocyanins in
the flower petals. In order to determine which combination of anthocyanidin (base molecules for
anthocyanin), glucose, and acyl group is the most stable, the models of all possible molecules was drawn
in ChemDraw, and Gaussian/Gaussian 5 will be used to calculate the theoretical stability of the
molecules. Once the most stable combination is determined by this software, in the lab, the
anthocyanins of C. roseus flowers will be extracted, hydrolysis will be performed, and from there HPLC
(high performance liquid chromatography) will be used to see if C. roseus is producing the most stable
anthocyanins. If not, plant breeders will attempt to cross different varieties of C. roseus so as to have the
flowers produce the stable anthocyanin. These new varieties will then be tested for their performance
under sunlight.
Healthy Individuals have a Higher Forced Vital Capacity than Dialysis Patients
Presenter: Snigdha Sharma
Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Wilund
Location: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Six healthy individuals and six hemodialysis patients were tested for Forced Vital Capacity. Hemodialysis
is used for those Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) patients who are acutely ill and require short term or
long term dialysis. Obstructive disorders due to CKD can lead to vital capacity becoming impaired as the
lungs become engorged and turgid with blood subsequent to a failing left ventricle. Since pulmonary
function is directly correlated to vital capacity, an increase in vital capacity may improve pulmonary
function. In addition to Forced Vital Capacity, there are several other values that can be used to measure
improvement of lung function such Forced Expiratory Volume-1, FEV1/FVC, Forced Expiratory Flow 25 to
75 seconds (FEF25-75), Forced Expiratory Time (FET), and Peak Expiratory Flow (PEF0. All six of these
were tested between dialysis patients and healthy individuals to get an overall picture of each person's
lung function. In order to test the patients' lung function, a hand held instrument called the Carefusion
Spirometer was used. After running a two sample t-test, significant differences between the groups for
each of the following variables: FEV1, FVC, PEF, and FEF25-75, indicated reduced pulmonary function in
the CKD patients.
The Evolutionary Mechanisms of Batoidea Body Structure
Presenter: Jasmine Shi
Advisor: Dr. Tetsuya Nakamura
Location: University of Chicago
This research investigates the developmental process of elasmobranch body in order to understand
evolutionary mechanisms of benthic body by analyzing the cellular [behavior] of a skate and shark
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embryos (stages 29 and 30). Understanding this developmental process of Batoidea will allow us to
explore and comprehend the evolutionary mechanisms of how skates evolved from sharks, which is a
field that has yet to have much research in. The investigation started off with making the sections of
shark and skate embryos and scanning them, which we then compared their morphologies in order to
identify which tissue is causing their structural difference. We will also create a 3-dimensional
reconstruction of each organism by cropping same sized jpegs of each section, which are then compiled
together using Amira 3D Software. Using this 3-dimensional model, we will be able to identify
differences between the structures of the skate and shark mesoderms. In future investigations, we hope
to be able to identify which gene is responsible for the differences.
Do People Prefer Mandates to Taxes and Why?
Presenter: Harshvardhan Singh
Advisor: Dr. Tatyana Deryugina
Location: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
There are several policy options that can reduce pollution and other externalities associated with
economic activity. They can be classified into two categories: mandates, such as minimum fuel efficiency
or pollution emission standards, and price-based instruments, such as gasoline taxes or tradable
pollution permits. Although economic theory predicts that price-based instruments are more efficient
(cheaper for a given unit of pollution reduction) than mandates, price-based instruments are empirically
much rarer than mandates. We examined whether individuals prefer fuel efficiency standards (a
mandate) over a gasoline tax (a price-based instrument) for the purposes of reducing gasoline usage.
We find that respondents strongly prefer fuel efficiency standards and that this preference is fairly
stable across many demographic groups.
Search for Gravitationally Lensed Quasars in the Dark Energy Survey
Presenter: Pranav Sivakumar
Advisor: Dr. Brian Nord
Location: Fermilab
We report results from an automated method to identify lensed quasars from the Dark Energy Survey
using a PSF-difference-based algorithm aimed at identifying close-separation lens candidates. The PSFdifference algorithm utilizes the difference between PSF magnitude and model magnitude, as well as
image segmentation, to deblend and identify close-separation candidates. In total, the algorithms
identified 156 final lens candidates and also identified a number of known lensed quasars within the DES
footprint, indicating that the method described in this paper is effective in identifying candidate lensed
quasars. Quasar colors from WISE and VISTA were used to constraining the final candidates. Efforts to
obtain follow-up observations for confirmation of the final candidates are ongoing using the SOAR and
NTT telescopes, and constraints on cosmological parameters will be discussed in future papers.
Effects of Genetic Polymorphisms in the BDNF Gene on Long Term Response to Traumatic Brain
Injuries
Presenter: Simon Su
Advisor: Dr. Jordan H. Grafman
Location: Feinburg School of Medicine, Northwestern University
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Traumatic brain injuries (TBI) are responsible for most cases of death and disability in the civilian and
military populations under the age of 35. In spite of the importance of this public health problem, there
is little information on long-term consequences of TBI. The Vietnam Head Injury Study (VHIS) is a long
term (40 years+) follow-up study of penetrating TBI in Vietnam veterans. Besides the effects upon
behavior based on the location and size of the lesion, recovery from TBI may depending on the
Val66Met polymorphism of the BDNF gene, a gene associated with synap1ic neuroplasticity. BDNF
polymorphisms are normally associated with intracellular trafficking, packaging and its secretion. There
is some evidence that more effective recovery of executive functioning after TBI is associated with a
BDNF polymorphism. Here I examine the effects of BDNF in VHIS patients on executive functioning
measured at two time points in the 5th and 6th decades of life. The data demonstrated that Met carriers
demonstrated more neuroplasticity, better retention of neural connections in response to the TBI. The
results provide pivotal information about the importance of obtaining personalized genetic information
when predicting outcome following TBI.
C1q-TNF Related Protein 9 Levels Are Increased In Systemic Sclerosis and Correlates with Interstitial
Lung Disease
Presenter: Deepshika Sudhakar
Advisor: Dr. John Varga
Additional team members: Dr. Roberta Marangoni and Dr. Benjamin Korman
Location: Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University
Systemic Sclerosis (SSc) is an autoimmune rheumatic disease with the highest mortality rate amongst
autoimmune connective tissue diseases. The disease causes symptoms such as inflammation within the
dermis and other organs. Adipocytes are fat cells which aid in the progression of SSc by regulating the
immune system and metabolic pathways. C1q/TNF-Related Protein 3 (CTRP3) and C1q/TNF-Related
Protein 9 (CTRP9) are adipokines that act as anti-inflammatory proteins. Currently, there are no
biomarkers which are used to diagnose the progression of SSc, but due to the anti-inflammatory
properties of CTRP3 and CTRP9, they are potential biomarkers to the progression of SSc. This study
indicates that patients with SSc and lung fibrosis had elevated CTRP9 levels compared to healthy
individuals. CTRP9 could potentially be used as a diagnostic biomarker to indicate whether a patient has
SSc or interstitial lung disease.
The Relationship between the Area-Perimeter Ratio and Clogging Rate of Microfluidic Devices
Presenter: Evan Sun
Advisor: Dr. Jie Xu
Additional team members: Dmitry Gritsenko and Yang Lin
Location: University of Illinois at Chicago
Microfluidics continues to be a field of vast potential in the biomedical field due to the various factors
that make it attractive. However, one of the principle problems with microfluidic devices is the
phenomena of clogging. Clogging can inhibit the function of microfluidic devices and render them
useless. Recent advances in 3D printing technology have given rise to 3D printed microfluidic devices,
allowing for flexible design of channels. In this paper, we seek to study how varying the perimeter-area
ratio of the cross-section of microfluidic channels affects the rate of clogging. While we have not
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gathered results yet, we have overcome a number of challenges in designing this setup that have
prepared us for data collection.

Expression of Focal Adhesion Proteins in IBD-Associated Neoplasia
Presenter: Nitya Talasila
Advisor: Dr. Joel Pekow
Location: University of Chicago
Colorectal neoplasia is the abnormal growth of tissue in the colon, encompassing dysplasia as well as
colorectal cancer cancer. Patients with inflammatory bowel disease have chronic inflammation in their
colon. It is thought that the chronic inflammation places them at increased risk for colorectal neoplasia,
whereby the colonic lining changes from at risk mucosa with chronic inflammation to dysplasia and
ultimately cancer. In previous studies, several genes involved in focal adhesion were demonstrated to be
increased in normal appearing non-neoplastic colonic mucosa of patients who had colorectal neoplasia
elsewhere in their colon. This experiment was performed to confirm the expression of focal adhesion
proteins in inflammatory bowel disease associated neoplasia. We evaluated proteins thrombospondin 2,
caveolin 1, and collagen 1A2 in IBD-associated neoplasia by immunohistochemistry. We used different
tissue samples such as ulcerative colitis cancer, normal, sporadic colon cancer, and active UC from
patients to stain for all three focal adhesion proteins. In this study we demonstrated that all three
proteins were differently expressed in IBD-associated neoplasia. In this subsequent investigation we
retested this conclusion and also proved that STK-31 was upregulated, as continuation to investigate
mechanisms of up-regulation of these proteins in chronic inflammation and cancer in later studies.

Investigating the Impact of Additional Interferometers on Parameter Estimation in Gravitational-Wave
Analysis
Presenter: William Tong
Advisor: Dr. Vicky Kalogera
Additional team members: Scott Coughlin and Chris Pankow
Location: Northwestern University
A phenomenon that stands on the brink of revolutionizing our understanding of the cosmos,
gravitational waves are disturbances in space-time, propagating from massive binary systems at the
speed of light. Transparent to matter particulates and other obstacles that would normally hinder
traditional, light-based observatories, gravitational waves hold the potential to provide clear,
undistorted data on everything from the Big Bang to black holes.
This investigation focuses on analyzing the impact the inclusion of a fourth detector in Japan will have
on the present methods of analysis. The interferometer, called KAGRA, supplements two existing
observatories in the United States and one in Italy, and is expected to reach completion by the
beginning of the next decade. Previous investigations into the addition of a detector in India have
demonstrated improvements in determining the location of a gravitational wave in the sky as well as the
masses of the source. We hope to demonstrate similar improvements with the addition of KAGRA.
Ultimately, the work done through this investigation will provide a foundation for future research in
anticipation of a fully operational KAGRA interferometer.
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Foxi3 Ablation Retards Bone Derived Prostate Cancer Cell Growth
Presenter: Dawn Triche
Advisor: Dr. Jacqueline Jones
Location: Troy University
Prostate cancer is the abnormal growth of cells in the prostate gland and studies have shown that 100%
of men that die from prostate cancer have bone involvement. Of the many cells resident in the bone,
myeloid cells secrete various soluble factors that contribute to the high turnover rate of cells and
molecular processes of bone development. Of particular interest, Foxi3, a forkhead family transcription
factor is critical in bone development and embryogenesis. However, its role in prostate cancer, has not
been explored. Therefore, we hypothesized that Foxi3 is a key factor in promoting prostate cancer
progression to the bone and its expression is modulated by FGF8. To investigate the clinical role of Foxi3
and study the effect of FGF8 on Foxi3 high expressing cells (PC3 and C42b), we analysed its expression
and function in human prostate cancer tissue and cell lines with or without FGF8 treatment. A significant
increase in Foxi3 expression as cancer becomes more aggressive is identified in human specimens
(p<0.01). Immunohistochemical analysis demonstrated a significant association of Foxi3 expression with
tumor grade (p<0.05) and pathology (p<0.01). Further, C42b cells treated with FGF8 presented an 80fold increase in Foxi3 expression and a significant increase in migration and proliferation rate (p<0.001).
Interestingly, Foxi3 inhibition (si-RNA-Foxi3) in PC3 and C42b cells, significantly decreased cell
proliferation and migration (p<0.01), even in the presence of FGF8. Together, our findings illustrate a
synergistic oncogenic role of Foxi3 and FGF8 in promoting prostate cancer bone metastases.
How Presenters Adjust: Analyzing the Accuracy of the W-Curve Theory
Presenters: Zach Ungerleider, Aira Peregrino, and Larry Donahue
Advisor: Dr. Robert Hernandez
Location: IMSA
The W-Curve Theory of Adjustment describes the various emotional stages experienced upon entering a
new cultural setting for the first time. While the W-Curve Theory is founded upon research surrounding
adults in new environments, its accuracy has yet to be studied in application to the emotional
adjustment process of first-year residential Presenters. We have set out to determine whether the WCurve is an accurate description of the transition into a first-year residential academic setting, using
Plutchik's Wheel of primary emotions for reference. Data was collected from the Illinois Mathematics
and Science Academy sophomore class of 2019, and their Subjective Emotional Polarity Differences
(SEPDs) were calculated and compared. A better understanding of how first-year Presenters adjust to
new academic environments will help parents, staff, and the Presenters themselves navigate through
the adjustment process, and how residential administrations can guide policy to make the transition as
smooth as possible.
The Development of Bayesian Randomized Rules in Phase I Dose-Finding Clinical Trials
Presenter: Pranav Upadhyayula
Advisor: Dr. Yuan Ji
Location: University of Chicago
Phase I dose-finding clinical trials are utilized to optimize patient benefits at a specific dosage level of a
drug. In the Toxicity Probability Interval (TPI) design, if the central tendency of a clinical trial’s beta64

distribution falls in a safe interval, physicians will Escalate (“E”) their dosage. If the central tendency falls
in an equivalence interval, physicians will Stay (“S) at the same dosage. If the central tendency falls in a
dangerous interval, physicians will De-Escalate (“D”) their dosage. To improve upon TPI and put fewer
patients on toxic dosages, a calibration-free modified TPI design (mTPI) was developed based on the
Unit Probability Mass (UPM), the ratio of probability of falling within a specific TPI to the length of the
TPI. However, using the Bayes Factor in the mTPI-2 design, some uncertainty behind each dose decision
was observed.
In this study, we created a formula and simulation to calculate the Bayes Factor of each decision. If the
Bayes Factor is close to 1, then the evidence supporting one course of action over another is weak,
which means that we can turn towards randomized rules to mitigate the noisy and uncertain evidence.
This method will likely improve the mTPI-2 design as it takes into account the uncertainty in decisions by
allowing randomization instead of optimization. Ultimately, this methodology demonstrates the
potential utility of randomization in a traditionally non-randomized Phase I dose-finding clinical trial.
Task Difficulty, Mood, Confidence, and Language Similarity Influence Vocabulary Acquisition in a
Foreign Language
Presenter: Aimee van den Berg
Advisor: Dr. James Bartolotti
Location: Northwestern University
Words similar to the learner’s first language (L1) are often used to support second language (L2)
vocabulary acquisition. Additionally, adapting instruction to the individual learner can help to maximize
learning success. In this study, we investigated how L1 influences L2 acquisition and how mood and
confidence interact with task difficulty to influence vocabulary learning. We created an artificial
language and divided participants into two learning conditions: easy (English-like words) and difficult
(non-English-like words). After a study-and-test session, both groups learned a new set of words two
weeks later, each new word being a single letter substitution neighbor of one word from the previous
session. We found that the words that a person learned during the first session determined the words
they learned in the second session, suggesting that learners utilized their small amount of existing L2
knowledge to facilitate further learning. Moreover, we found that when learning vocabulary of a new
language, if the task appears difficult, a happier mood can prevent you from getting discouraged. In
contrast, if the task appears easy, having more confidence can be beneficial. We conclude that learning
may be optimized when tasks are planned around difficulty, mood, and confidence.
Innervation of Pathway-Specific Striatal Spiny Projection Neurons by Npas1+ Neurons of the External
Globus Pallidus
Presenter: Neha Verma
Advisor: Dr. Harry Xenias
Additional team members: Dr. Savio Chan
Location: Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University
The external globus pallidus (GPe) and dorsal striatum are two structures of the basal ganglia, which are
a set of subcortical, movement related nuclei in the brain. The GPe projects into the striatum and
provides an inhibitory input. However, the magnitude of this input and locations of pallidostriatal
synapses have not yet been described. Because the GPe has been shown to have a role in motor
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function and dysfunction, its input to the striatum, which effectively begins basal ganglia circuitry, is of
interest. By examining the anatomical input of Npas1+ GPe axons to striatal cells, the majority of which
are spiny projection neurons (SPNs), we determined general pallidostriatal pathway characteristics, and
then compared the GPe input to direct-pathway SPNs (dSPNs) and indirect-pathway SPNs (iSPNs). We
found that the GPe-iSPN contacts occur closer to the somatic body than GPe-dSPN inputs. Contacts
closer to the somatic body elicit stronger inhibition. We also tested if the nature of the input changes in
a Parkinson's disease (PD) model. Although GPe activity has been shown to increase in PD, GPe-SPN
contacts did not shift. We presume that the observed change in the pallidostriatal pathway following
dopamine depletion must be a result of some other mechanism.

Molecular Cloning and Characterization of Short RNA Sequences That May Interrupt Osteogenic
Differentiation of Mesenchymal Stem Cells
Presenter: Claire Wang
Advisor: Dr. Tong-Chuan He
Additional team members: Dr. Junyi Liao
Location: University of Chicago
Osteosarcoma can be regarded as a differentiation disease that is caused by genetic and epigenetic
disruptions of osteoblast terminal differentiation. Using an innovative approach of genome-wide
functional screening, we have recently uncovered that forced expression of certain short RNA (19-base)
may disrupt BMP9-induced bone formation from MSCs. These short RNA are designated as Disruptors of
Osteogenesis induced by BMP9 (or DONs). This study determines that the candidate DONs can
effectively disrupt osteogenic differentiation and bone formation from MSCs, rendering MSCs bone
tumor-like phenotype in a mouse model.

Modeling CHARGE Syndrome in Human Fibroblast Cells via CRISPR/Cas9
Presenter: Neil Wary
Advisor: Dr. Kishore Wary
Location: University of Illinois at Chicago
Mutations in chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 7 (CHD7) gene located in human chromosome
8 have been linked to “CHARGE” syndrome, a cluster of disease seen in a number children, for which
there is no pharmacotherapy. As there is no cellular or animal model system to study the function of
CHD7, the goal of this investigation is to mimic CHARGE disease in a dish by the use of CRISPR/Cas9 to
edit the CHD7 gene in human fibroblast cells. Accordingly, I have generated lentivirus particles encoding
Cas9 and CHD7 guide(g)RNA in all-in-one vector, and transduced fibroblast cells. CHD7 mutation will be
confirmed by qRT-PCR and DNA sequencing; microscopy, Western blot analyses, and the function of
mutant protein will be analyzed. Thereafter, the fibroblast cells that harbor a specific mutation in CHD7
gene will be used to screen drugs using a chemical compound library. Through this assay, a molecule
that acts on mutant CHD7 protein as an agonist or antagonist could be found, thereby one could
fantasize a therapeutic approach to alleviate CHARGE syndrome. There are limitations to cell-based
assays, therefore, animal experiments will be needed to address the toxicity and efficacy of any
chemical that might be discovered.
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Delaying Leidenfrost Film Formation through use of Hydrophillic Surfaces
Presenter: James Wei
Advisor: Dr. Neelesh Patankar
Additional team members: Tom Zhao
Location: Northwestern University
Boiling water on a heated solid surface has taken a fundamental role in everyday life, and occurs in
many industrial processes. However, at extremely high temperatures, heat transfer between a solid
surface and liquid water decreases due to the formation of a gas phase acting as an insulator between
the liquid water and the hot surface. In addition, a sudden collapse of this gaseous layer may damage
high-end machinery. For example, As a result, it is advantageous to sustain liquid in contact with the
surface during boiling to delay film formation and increase heat transfer within the system. In this work,
we utilize molecular dynamics simulations to verify how surface roughness and hydrophillicity can delay
the onset of the Leidenfrost point. Temperature and pressure distributions of our system as well as a
liquid vapor interface tracking demonstrated a phase separation of water, and confirmed the formation
of the Leidenfrost layer. Our models open up new approaches in developing materials that better
counteract the Leidenfrost phenomenon and improve heat transfer. Applications of this study range
from safely cooling down nuclear reactors in power plants to maximizing heating efficiency in industrial
boilers.
Holocene Rodent Evolution in the Nullarbor Plain of Australia
Presenter: Walker Weyland
Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Angielczyk
Location: The Field Museum
The Nullarbor Plain of Southern Australia hosts a number of caves that preserves small mammal fossils
that originally accumulated through the activities of owls. The goal of this study is to use this unique
fossil record to examine how rodent species responded to environmental changes over the past 20,000
years. We used geometric morphometrics to quantify mandible shape in four rodent species Notomys
mitchelli, Pseudomys bolami, Leporillus conditor, and Pseudomy australis evolution across the Nullarbor
Plain of southern Australia. A comparison of the jaw shapes will be made of the species over time and
across the Nullarbor Plain to determine how shape varies with different enviromental conditions. This
work has important implications for conservation activities and may allow predictions of how rodent
species will respond to ongoing anthropogeneic climate change.
Modeling Price Impact of Trading in the Canadian CGB Futures Contract
Presenter: Noble Wulffraat
Advisor: Matthew Gietl
Location: TransMarket Group, Chicago
Abstract redacted.
Mechanisms of Host Viral Interactions Leading to Loss of Oral Tolerance in Celiac Disease Patients
Presenter: Bingtao Xiang
Adviser: Dr. Bana Jabri
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Additional team members: Dr. Reinhard Hinterleitner and Dr. Romain Bouziat
Location: University of Chicago
Celiac disease is a complex autoimmune disorder induced by the ingestion of gluten that causes
inflammation and mucosal damage in the small intestine due to a loss of tolerance to gluten. Past
studies have shown that virus infections also play a role in the development of celiac disease by
stimulating an immune response, such as upregulating type-1 interferon expression, and inducing
inflammation in the gut. In this investigation, we aimed to study how infection by reovirus T1L affects
the gene expression of IL-27 and IL-12 in type-1 interferon knockout mice and interferon regulatory
factor 1 (IR-F1) knockout mice. Through real time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) and flow cytometry
(FACS staining), we gathered results showing that IR-F1 KO mice had no significant increase in gene
expression of IL-27 or IL-12 when infected by T1L, indicating that removal of the IR-F1 gene can increase
oral tolerance. Mice that were knockout for type-1 interferon actually died because of a decrease in
immune protection. Looking forward, we will continue studying the mechanisms that lead to oral
tolerance by looking at other genes such as IL-12 and BATF3.
Edward Soja's Spatial Theory in Asian American Literature: Constructing Space in the Margins to
Better Explore the Multiplicity of Gender
Presenter: Rebecca Xun
Advisor: Dr. Mark Chiang
Location: University of Illinois at Chicago
While traditional modernist cultural politics can essentialize identities to the point of political
divisiveness instead of working towards a radical conceptualization of agency, action, and identity, we
can apply Soja's spatial theory and bell hooks's analysis on occupying the margins to analyze the spaces
that Asian American women occupy in three texts: Fifth Chinese Daughter by Jade Snow Wong, The
Woman Warrior by Maxine Hong Kingston, and finally Typical American by Gish Jen. In particular, we
look at how characters choosing to move towards the periphery (of spaces or social constructs) can
disengage, exaggerate and disassociate from conventional expectations, or begin to play with the blurry
line between body and space in order to protect themselves from the gendered violence inflicted on
them in the dining room, as well as the workspace/home life.
MR Microscopic Phenotyping of the Pancreas in Mutant Kras Mouse Models of Pancreatic Cancer
Presenter: Jesse Yan
Advisor: Dr. Palamadai Venkatasubramanian
Location: Northshore University HealthSystem Research Institute
There is a need to better understand the progression of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC),
commonly known as pancreatic cancer, in the early stages. The purpose of this investigation is to
determine how MR microscopy, an advanced imaging technology, can be used to track the onset and
development of pancreatic cancer. MR imaging was performed ex vivo at 14.1T on pancreas from ELKRAS (EK) and p48-Cre/LSL·Kras (KC) transgenic mouse models at different ages. Both EK and KC mice
develop precancerous lesions and in KC mice lesions might advance to pancreatic cancer. Diffusion Trace
and T2 maps were generated and diffusion coefficient and T2 relaxation time were calculated for four
major cell structures: the acinar lobules, ducts, hyperintense lesions and hypointense lesions. These
parameters, along with 3-D images, revealed different trajectories in precancerous lesion development
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for the two genotypes. In EK mice, changes in the acinar lobules began early, but progressed slowly, and
lesions appeared to develop and spread slowly as well. In KC mice, acinar changes began much later, but
more lesions were detected, suggesting rapid progression of the disease. Using these findings in future
in vivo mouse or human imaging experiments will be valuable in providing early diagnosis of the disease.

The Effect of Increased NaCl Concentration on Macrophage Inflammation
Presenter: Andrew Ye
Advisor: Dr. Seok Jong Hong
Additional team members: Elena Bogdanovic
Location: Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University
High salt has shown to be a part of the human lifestyle for ages, but has had adverse effects on health.
High salt’s influence not only encompasses nutrition but also involves wound healing. During the process
of a wound, an increase in Na ions is known to lead towards an inflammatory reaction. We demonstrate
that macrophages, as one of many cells exposed to the wound healing process, does not show an
inflammatory response when exposed to high salt. The macrophages were isolated from the femur and
tibia of a rat’s hind limbs. The differentiated macrophages were stimulated with a 10% and 20% increase
in media NaCl. The RNA was isolated from the macrophages and was analyzed through qPCR. The
macrophages did not demonstrate an inflammatory response. The result helped demonstrate that
macrophages were not another cell type that played a role in the inflammation due to high salt. This
clarification further demonstrated that macrophages lacked the NaX channel that is seen in cells which
demonstrate inflammatory response to high salt.

Visualizing Bacterial Persistence and Antibiotic Survival in B. subtilis
Presenter: David Ying
Advisor: Dr. Jade Wang
Location: University of Wisconsin-Madison
Guanosine penta/tetraphosphate ((p)ppGpp) is a widely conserved intracellular signaling molecule that
plays important roles in metabolic control and stress response in bacteria. Biosynthesis of ppGpp is
known to be triggered by various starvation stresses, most notably amino acids starvation. However, the
dynamics of ppGpp production in bacterial cells and their effects on stress survival have not been fully
explored. Using Bacillus subtilis as the model organism, the work of this study aimed to employ a
fluorescence-based reporter to study ppGpp production in live bacteria at both single-cell and
populational levels, and how it affects bacterial survival to lethal stresses. Single-cell time-lapse
microscopy analysis and fluorescence microplate assays were used to study spontaneous or antibioticinduced induction of ppGpp, and cell viability assays were used to study the effects of ppGpp induction
on survival against lethal antibiotic treatments and through cell dormancy (persistence). ppGpp
production can occur spontaneously within a population at single-cell level, as well as modestly
inducible by various antibiotics at populational level and that rapid ppGpp induction causes
development of dormant cells. Cells with induced ppGpp levels are also significantly more tolerant to
lethal antibiotic treatments, indicating that this signal molecule plays an important role in stress survival.
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PI5P: Preparation of a PMB Inositol Ring
Presenter: Alexander Yow
Advisor: Dr. Brent Chandler
Location: Illinois College
The scarce naturally occurring phosphatidylinositol phosphate (PIP) Phosphatidylinositol-5-phosphate
(PI5P) has been found in abnormally high concentrations in lung cancer cells. Due to its instability, PI5P
is the only species of PIPs not to have been synthesized before. This research is aimed at synthesizing
PI5P in sufficient quantities to facilitate studies on the role of PI5P in the rate of transcription in lung
cancer cells. Synthesizing PI5P involves a multi-step process beginning with myo-inositol leading to the
production of PI5P and its enantiomer. To date, four of these steps have been successfully completed. In
the next phase of the project, six proposed approaches will be evaluated to cleave the acetal group on
the compound produced thus far (Compound 9), and then the resulting compound will be attached to
diacylglycerol side-chains to synthesize PI5P and its enantiomer.
The Effect of Shared Emotional States on Helping Behavior in Rats and its Basis in Empathy
Presenter: Rongzhen Zhou
Advisor: Dr. Peggy Mason
Location: University of Chicago
Empathy is a complex psychological phenomenon that motivates the occurrence of helping behaviors.
Four experiments were performed to examine the effects of motivation, lack of social interaction, and
decreased emotional contagion on helping behavior in rats. In our experimental paradigm, two rats
were placed into an arena, with one rat in a restrainer and the other free to move around. Helping
behaviors were defined as the release of a trapped rat by a free rat. Free rats did not exhibit helping
behaviors in the absence of trapped rast, while they did help when cagemates or stranger rats were
trapped. In order to study how helping behaviors are altered when the brain’s ability to process
emotional signals is limited, rats were injected with Midazolam, an anxiety reducing drug, and
anesthesia. The speed at which the free rat releases the trapped rat is indicative of the strength of its
empathetic response. When the trapped rat was injected with midazolam, the response of the free rat
was longer and less frequent. However, more prosocial behaviors occurred when trapped rats were
injected with anesthesia. The results and conclusions of this experiment will be presented. By studying
empathy in rats, we can develop an understanding of human empathetic motivations, which form the
basis of human relationships.
Effects of a New Product's Announcement on a Drug Company's Stock Performance
Presenter: Michelle Zhu
Advisor: Dr. Pradeep Chintagunta
Location: University of Chicago
Companies often publicly announce their new products to attract customers. Their successfulness is
indicated in a change in their stock performance. This investigation studies how the announcement of
new drug products affects a company's stock price. I looked at eight different pharmaceutical companies
and created a list of the new drugs they produced since 2000. For each drug, I found the FDA approval
date and the company's stock prices for thirty days before and after the approval date. The data was
compared in multiple ways, and the results show that new drugs announced by a company does affect
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the stock price. There was a 61.54% of positive impact on the stock prices, indicating that product
announcements are effective but not always. Furthermore, there may be other factors that influence a
change in the stock prices, so it is unclear whether that specific drug had an effect. The results will help
predict a company's stock performance more accurately and thus allow us to see the trends when
different factors are applied.
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Student Accomplishments in Research 2016-17
Where papers/presentations have multiple authors, IMSA students are indicated with an asterisk.
Where articles have been submitted but not yet published (as of April 2017), the journal is not named to
preserve the integrity of the peer-review process.

P UBLISHED A RTICLES
Discovery and Physical Characterization of a Large Scattered Disk Object at 92au
Authors: D.W. Gerdes, M. Sako, S. Hamilton, K. Zhang, T. Khain, J.C. Becker, J. Annis, W. Wester, G.M.
Bernstein, C. Scheibner, L. Zullo, F. Adams, E. Bergin, A.R. Walker, *J.H. Mueller, T.M.C. Abbott, F.B.
Abdalla, S. Allam, K. Bechtol, A. Benoit-Lévy, E. Bertin, D. Brooks, D.L. Burke, A. Carnero Rosell, M.
Carrasco Kind, J. Carratero, C.E. Cunha, L.N. da Costa, S. Desai, H.T. Diehl, T.F. Eifler, B. Flaugher, J.
Frieman, J. García-Bellido, E. Gaztanaga, D.A. Goldstein, D. Gruen, J. Gschwend, G. Gutierrez, K.
Honscheid, D.J. James, S. Kent, E. Krause, K. Kuehn, N. Kuropatkin, O. Lahav, T.S. Li, M.A.G. Maia, M.
March, J.L. Marshall, P. Martini, F. Menanteau, R. Miquel, R.C. Nichol, A.A. Plazas, A.K. Romer, A.
Roodman, E. Sanchez, I. Sevilla-Noarbe, M. Smith, R.C. Smith, M. Soares-Santos, F. Sobreira, E. Suchyta,
M.E.C. Swanson, G. Tarle, D.L. Tucker, and Y. Zhang
The Astrophysical Journal Letters (2017)

A RTICLES S UBMITTED TO A CADEMIC J OURNALS
Development of a PET Tracer that Targets Amyloid ß Oligomers
Authors: K.L. Viola, K.L., T. Chang, E.N. Cline, *A.M. Bebenek, J. Vitrofsky, A.L. Qin, M. Theoharakis, C.
Valdez, H. Weiss, A. Peck, B. Merrifield, M. Dykstra, M. & W.L. Klein
Single-Chain Variable Fragment Human Antibodies Targeting Aß Oligomers Linked to Alzheimer’s
Disease
Authors: A. Sebollela, E.N. Cline, I. Popova, K. Luo, X. Sun, J. Ahn, M.A. Barcelos, V.N. Bezerra, N.M. Lyra
e Silva, H. Pattel, N.R. Pinheiro, A.L. Qin, A. Weng, J.M. Kamel, P.T. Velcasco, K.T. Viola, *A.M. Bebenek,
P.N. Lacor, S.T. Ferreira & W.L. Klein
LKB1 in Pathogenesis of Multiple Sclerosis and Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis (Mouse
Model of MS)
Authors: *Naga Harshita Degala, Douglas Feinstein, and Sergey Kalinin
Etanercept Can Ameliorate and Treat Noise Induced Hearing Loss
Authors: Debashree Mukherjea, Kelly E Sheehan, Puspanjali Bhatta, Asmita Dhukhwa, Sumana Ghosh,
Coral Tieu, Vikrant Borse, Sandeep Sheth, *Krishi Korrapati and Vickram Ramkumar.
miR-4728-3p Functions As a Tumor Suppressor in Ulcerative Colitis-Associated 2 Colorectal Neoplasia
through Regulation of Focal Adhesion Signaling
Authors: Joel Pekow, Alan L. Hutchison, Katherine Meckel, Kymberly Harrington, Zifeng Deng, *Nitya
Talasila, David T. Rubin, Stephen B. Hanauer, Roger Hurst, Konstantin Umanskiy, Alessandro Fichera,
John Hart, Aaron R. Dinner, Marc Bissonnette
How Students Adjust: Analyzing the Accuracy of the W-Curve Theory of Adjustment
Authors: *Zach Ungerleider, *Aira Peregrino,* Larry Donahue, and Dr. Robert Hernandez
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Chromatin-Modifying Agents Convert Fibroblasts to OCT4+ and VEGFR-2+ Capillary Tube-Forming Cells
Authors: Anita Wary, *Neil Wary, Jugajyoti Baruah, Victoria Mastej, and Kishore Wary

C ONFERENCE P RESENTATIONS
Using the Social Network Internet of Things to Mitigate Public Mass Shootings
Student presenter: Irena Gao
Advisor: Henry Hexmoor
International Workshop on Collaborative Internet Computing for Disaster Management, Pittsburgh,
November 1, 2016
Parental Responsiveness to Typically-Developing Children and Children with Early Brain Injury
Student presenter: Leisha Goel
Advisor: Özlem Ece Demir-Lira
89th Annual Meeting of the Midwestern Psychological Association, Chicago, April 20-22, 2017
Decision Making Swarms
Authors: Sanza Kazadi, *George Jeno, *Xinyu Guan, *Nick Nusgart, *Andriy Sheptunov
Modern Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Science Conference, Indiana University – Purdue University
Fort Wayne, April 28-29, 2017
Automated Modeling of Item Difficulty on Admissions Tests
Student presenter: Rebecca Mathew
Advisor: Dr. Kirk A. Becker
The National Council on Measurement in Education (NCME) Annual Meeting, April 26-30, 2017
Search for Gravitationally Lensed Quasars in the Dark Energy Survey
Presenter: Pranav Sivakumar
Advisors: Dr. Brian Nord and Dr. Elizabeth Buckley-Geer
International Research Invitational, University of Toronto, January 2017
Foxi3 Ablation Retards Bone Derived Prostate Cancer Cell Growth
Authors: Angana Mukherjee, William A. Byrd, Tyeler S. Rayburn, *Dawn Triche, Ahmed M. Saeed,
Jacqueline D. Jones
Pathobiology for Investigators, Students, and Academics (PISA), Houston, October 2016
Task Difficulty and Affect Interact to Influence Learning Success
Authors: James Bartolotti, Momoko Takahashi , *Aimee van den Berg, and Viorica Marian
Conference: 89th Annual Meeting of the Midwestern Psychological Association (MPA), Chicago, April 20
- 22, 2017
Wordlikeness and Concreteness Interact to Influence Second Language Vocabulary Learning
Authors: James Bartolotti, Momoko Takahashi, *Aimee van den Berg, and Viorica Marian
International Symposium on Bilingualism (Isb11), Ireland, 11-15th June 2017
Chromatin-Modifying Agents Convert Fibroblasts to OCT4+ and VEGFR-2+ Capillary Tube-Forming Cells
Authors: Anita Wary, *Neil Wary, Jugajyoti Baruah, Victoria Mastej, and Kishore Wary
Experimental Biology Conference, Chicago, April 2017
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